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Exaggerator and owner Matt Bryan (center) | Horsephotos

IN TDN EUROPE TODAY
THE GURKHA TAKES SUSSEX THRILLER
   The Gurkha (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) bested fellow Guineas winner

Galileo Gold (GB) (Paco Boy {Ire}) in Wednesday’s G1 Sussex

S. at Glorious Goodwood.  Click or tap here to go straight to

TDN Europe.

EXAGGERATOR TO RUN
IN HASKELL

   The 2016 GI Preakness S. hero Exaggerator (Curlin) has been

rerouted to the July 31 $1-million GI Betfair.com Haskell

Invitational S. at Monmouth Park, bypassing Saturday=s GII Jim

Dandy S. up at Saratoga the day prior, officials at Monmouth

Park announced Wednesday afternoon. 

   AThe horse has had a really good week,@ majority owner Matt

Bryan told the TDN when asked to articulate the reasons for the

change in plans. AIf we=re fortunate enough to beat [champion, 

GI Kentucky Derby winner and likely Haskell favorite] Nyquist

(Uncle Mo), then we=d certainly have a leg up on the

championship. We have nothing against Saratoga or the Jim

Dandy. It was 90-10 in favor of the Jim Dandy, but that started

wavering about two weeks ago. He=s working fine at Saratoga,

but we think the Haskell just sets up better. It=s a Grade I and it=s

a AWin and You=re In@ race. After the Haskell, we=ll come back to

Saratoga and point for the [GI] Travers [S. Aug. 27].@

   Owned by Bryan=s Big Chief Racing LLC, Head of Plains Partners

LLC and Rocker O Ranch LLC et al., the $110,000 Keeneland

September yearling graduate was most recently a well-beaten

11th in the GI Belmont S. and has breezed three times in

preparation for his first start since. The dark bay posted a best-

of-17 five furlongs in 1:00.76 over the main track at Saratoga

July 16 and last drilled six furlongs in 1:13.87 July 23. Cont. p3

AN HONORABLE STRETCH DUEL AT THE SPA
by Alan Carasso

   The late action came for New York-bred Haveyougoneaway

(Congrats), as she crashed down into 7-2 after sitting on the

board at as much as 7-1 for a fair amount of time ahead of

Wednesday=s GII Honorable Miss H. at Saratoga. And the money

proved right on. A recent private acquisition by Sequel Racing,

the 5-year-old mare sat an excellent trip behind swift early

fractions, was tipped out at the top of the stretch by Kendrick

Carmouche and just got the better of a final-furlong tussle to

down a tough-as-nails Paulassilverlining (Ghostzapper) in the

dying strides. It was another dozen lengths back to Disco Chick

(Jump Start) in third. The win was the first in graded company

for trainer Tom Morley. AIt's very special to do it with a New

York-bred. I'm a huge fan of the New York-bred program,@ he

commented. AOff the back of today's performance, you have to

consider the [GI] Breeders' Cup [Filly & Mare Sprint]." Cont. p4

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/
http://www.nytbreeders.org/
http://www.calumetfarm.com/stallions/oxbow
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“IT’S GOOD WHEN A PLAN COMES TOGETHER” 5
Purchased privately in April by Sequel Racing, Haveyougoneaway
(Congrats) validated the decision in the Honorable Miss. TDN 
Managing Editor Alan Carasso speaks with Sequel’s Becky Thomas. 

NAVARRO’S STARS LEAVING TOWN 7
Trainer Jorge Navarro makes his summer home a stone’s throw from
Monmouth Park, but many of his stable stars have out-of-town
engagements this weekend. Brian DiDonato has the story from
Oceanport.

TODAY’S GRADED STAKES
EDT Race Click for TV
9:35a Qatar Richmond S.-G2, GOO ---------------- -----
10:10a Qatar Goodwood Cup-G2, GOO ---------------- -----
10:45a Markel Insurance Fillies’ S.-G3, GOO ---------------- -----
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Exaggerator at the Spa | Sarah K Andrew photo

Exaggerator to Haskell cont. from p1
   Those works were the subject of a fair bit of criticism, even
from those closest to the horse, but Bryan was downplaying any
controversy.
   ANot as much as people are making out to be, everyone seems
to be reading more into it than there really is,@ Bryan says,
referring to Exaggerator=s recent morning trials. AHe=s run over
all kinds of surfaces, so that doesn=t have as much to do with it. I
can tell you as an owner that in Exaggerator=s career, I=ve only
known [trainer] Keith [Desormeaux] to say he=s had a good work
twice. That=s him, he=s a perfectionist.@
   Exaggerator, ridden by Kent Desormeaux, defeated fellow
Haskell aspirant Sunny Ridge (Holy Bull) in last year=s GIII Delta
Downs Jackpot S. and stamped himself a legitimate candidate
for the Run for the Roses with a romping 6 1/4-length success in
the GI Santa Anita Derby. 

   Runner-up to Nyquist beneath the Twin Spires May 7,
Exaggerator will also face Kentucky Derby third-place finisher
Gun Runner (Candy Ride {Arg}).
   The Haskell is a AWin and You=re In@ for the $6-million 

GI Breeders= Cup Classic, held at Santa Anita in November. Post

time for the Oceanport feature is 5:49 p.m. and it will be

telecast live on NBC.

FEATURE PRESENTATION • GI HASKELL

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/exaggerator-to-run-in-haskell-versus-nyquist/
http://www.adenastallions.com/horses/mucho-macho-man.html
http://www.airdriestud.com/horses/creative-cause.html
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Haveyougoneaway | Sarah K Andrew

Wednesday, Saratoga

HONORABLE MISS H.-GII, $200,000, SAR, 7-27, 3yo/up, f/m, 6f,

1:09.94, ft.

1--@HAVEYOUGONEAWAY, 117, m, 5, by Congrats

1st Dam: One Wise Cowgirl, by Wiseman's Ferry

2nd Dam: Star One One, by Caller I. D.

3rd Dam: Majestic Karen, by His Majesty

   ($50,000 Wlg '11 FTKNOV; $105,000 Ylg '12 SARAUG;

   $100,000 RNA 2yo '13 OBSOPN; $1,200 2yo '13 KEENOV).

   O-Sequel Racing; B-Andy & Susan Beadnell (NY); T-Thomas

   Morley; J-Kendrick Carmouche. $120,000. Lifetime Record:

   25-10-4-6, $622,425. Werk Nick Rating: A. *Triple Plus*. Click

   for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--Paulassilverlining, 122, f, 4, Ghostzapper--Seeking the Silver,

   by Grindstone. O/B-Vince Scuderi (KY); T-Michelle Nevin.

   $40,000. 

3--Disco Chick, 116, m, 5, Jump Start--Disco Flirt, by Disco Rico.

   O/B-Yaroslaw J Kolybabiuic (PA); T-Mario Serey Jr. $20,000. 

Margins: NK, 12, 2HF. Odds: 3.70, 1.45, 10.80.

Also Ran: La Madrina, Sarah Sis, Diva Express, Bar of Gold.

Click for the Equibase.com chart, the TJCIS.com PPs or the free

Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree. VIDEO, sponsored by

Fasig-Tipton.

   Purchased by the Texas-based Champion Racing Stable for just

$1,200 as a then-unraced 2-year-old on the 10th and final day of

the 2013 Keeneland November sale, Haveyougoneaway had a

productive sophomore season with three wins and a third-

placing in the Remington Park Oaks while under the care of

trainer Allen Milligan. 

   Kept busy at four, she added three more victories, including a

maiden black-type win in the Flashy Lady S. in Oklahoma City

last September, and kicked off 2016 with back-to-back tallies at

Oaklawn Park,

first in the Jan. 23

American Beauty

S.Bdefeating the

accomplished

Sarah Sis (Sharp

Humor)Band the

Spring Fever S.

Feb. 20. Runner-

up at odds-on in

the Carousel S.

Apr. 14, she was scooped up by these connections and was a

creditable second to Bar of Gold (Medaglia d=Oro) going a mile

in a sloppy renewal of the one-mile Critical Eye S. at Belmont

May 30. She cut back to this trip for the Dancin Renee S. July 3

and raced away to post a 2 3/4-length victory, giving Morley his

first stakes winner. There was even better to come Wednesday.

   One of the last to leave the gates, Haveyougoneaway settled

in about sixth position behind a fierce early pace, attended

through the opening stages by Paulassilverlining, but that one

backed out of it, wisely, as the first quarter was up in :22.01.

Disco Chick, part of that early vanguard, shrugged off her

dueling rivals as they raced into the lane after a half-mile in

:45.04, with Paulassilverlining bearing down just to her outside,

while Haveyougoneaway was tipped out into the five path by

the heretofore winless Kendrick Carmouche. The chalk, who

drifted from odds-on into 7-5 in the final few clicks, grabbed

Disco Chick a furlong and a half from another graded stakes win,

but was joined by Haveyougoneaway at the eighth pole. But the

latter, in receipt of six pounds, kept grinding it out and surged

past a game Paulassilverlining in the final 25 yards for a first

graded success of her own. 

Cont. p5

                                                               
                                                               

i i  FOUR STAR SALES GRADUATE  i i
NY-BRED OWNER AWARD: $12,000  nybreds.com

Hidden Brook Foaled & Raised

Broken and Trained by Tristan & Valery de Meric
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Haveyougoneaway (left) | Chelsea Durand

Honorable Miss H. cont.

   "She ran so well last time against New York breds that it was

time to face open graded stakes company,@ the jubilant winning

trainer added. "Today was a massive target for this filly. There's

no reason she can't stay in training as a 6-year-old. The 

[GI] Ballerina [S. Aug. 27] has to be a consideration.@

Pedigree Notes:

   Haveyougoneaway is the eighth individual graded winner for

WinStar Farm=s Congrats and is one of four of her sire=s graded

winners to descend from Storm Cat-line mares. Turbulent

Descent, herself a GI Ballerina S. winner and three additional

Grade I events, was produced by the Forestry mare Roger=s Sue,

while GI Darley Alcibiades S. victrix Wickedly Perfect is out of a

mare by Tactical Cat. Venus Valentine, upset winner of this

year=s GII TwinSpires.com Rachel Alexandra S., is out of a mare

by Stormin Fever. 

   For the three years after being bred to Congrats, One Wise

Cowgirl visited other sire sons of A.P. Indy, producing the

Majestic Warrior colt Soldado Universal in 2012, followed by the

as-yet unraced Girolamo filly Lucky Lilly in 2013. The mare=s

current 2-year-old is another Girolamo filly named She=sakittycat

and she is the dam of a yearling filly of this year by Take Charge

Indy. 

   After foaling a colt by Central Banker this past Mar. 26, One

Wise Cowgirl was bred back to Congrats. Click for the free

Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

Thomas: It=s Good When a Plan Comes Together...

by Alan Carasso

   Purchased by John Greathouse Bloodstock for $50,000 as a

weanling at the 2011 Fasig-Tipton Kentucky November Sale,

Haveyougoneaway fetched a final bid of $105,000 from the

partnership of Dan

Tayloe and David

Greathouse as a yearling

at that auction house=s

New York-bred sale the

following summer. Led

out unsold on a bid of

$100,000 at the 2013

OBS June Sale,

Haveyougoneaway

found herself at Keeneland November five months later and just

a handful of weeks after the untimely and sad passing of David

Greathouse. Cont. p6

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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SANTA ANITA PARK 
NOVEMBER 4 & 5

THE BEST IS YET TO COME

BREEDERS’ CUP NOMINATIONS
(859) 514-9423 

BCNOMINATIONS@BREEDERSCUP.COM

Attention Sales Consignors & Breeders:

If you are selling your 2016 weanlings in a fall or winter sale and have not already nominated those 
weanling(s) sired by properly nominated North American stallions, you only have until August 1 to  
nominate using our easy to use website. Nomination is made by payment of a one-time nomination fee  
of $400 per foal.

Breeders’ Cup nominated foals sell for, on average, six times the price of non-nominated foals at public 
auction in North America and are eligible to the multi-million dollar racing programs of the Breeders’ Cup 
for their entire racing careers with no further nomination payments due. 

Foal nominators stand to earn substantial cash awards! The 2016 “Win and You’re In” Challenge program 
consists of 81 races worldwide, each awarding the nominator of the winning horse $10,000. It doesn’t stop  
there, as foal nominator, you will earn an additional award whenever your horse places first through fourth 
in any Breeders’ Cup World Championships race, regardless of whether you still own the horse! Purses and 
awards for the Breeders’ Cup World Championships now top $28 Million annually.

August 1 is the deadline to make your 2016 weanlings Breeders’ Cup nominated and ensure that the  
Breeders’ Cup engagement is printed on the catalog page.  

Visit members.breederscup.com to take advantage of this limited time offer!

T H E  B E S T

YOU CAN’T WIN IF YOU’RE NOT IN.

MEMBERS.BREEDERSCUP.COM

NOMINATE BY AUGUST 1!

A RE  BORN  T O  RUN

mailto:BCNOMINATIONS@BREEDERSCUP.COM
https://members.breederscup.com/
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AIt=s Good When a Plan Comes Together@ cont.

    After paying slightly more than the upset price in Lexington,

Champion Racing Stable hit a home run with the New York-bred,

winning eight races, including three stakes, and the better part

of $400,000. 

   Not bad, by any metric.

   Haveyougoneaway came to the attention of Sequel New York=s

Becky Thomas through bloodstock agent Mark Toothaker and a

deal was struck to bring the 5-year-old back to her birthplace. 

Tom Morley learned he would be training Haveyougoneaway

while in the inter-track wagering facility on the grounds of OBS

during the April sale of 2-year-olds in training.

   The rest, as the saying goes, is history.

   AShe had potential to be a broodmare for us and because she

was a New York-bred and because I know the benefits of the

program, she was very appealing to our group [of four],@

Thomas said Wednesday afternoon. AShe vetted quite good for a

5-year-old and had been taken care of very well. We bought her

and decided to send her to New York and [Wednesday=s result]

is what we were after. 

   The noted horsewoman continued, AIt=s been very exciting.

She=s incredibly professional, very smart and relaxed. She=s a

class act and we=re really excited and we=re always excited that

we=ll be on Tom Morley=s radar for giving him his first graded

stakes winner. We feel blessed.@

   Thomas indicated that Haveyougoneaway was bought with no

particular stallion in mind and that plans are fluid.

   AOur immediate goal was to do what we did today and see

where it goes from here. We=re really excited for the breeders,

it=s a win-win for everyone,@ she said.

   Thomas also paid tribute to the much-beloved former

Glencrest Farm stalwart.

   AThe fact that David Greathouse was involved makes it an even

better story. He was a great horseman and always had an eye

for a good horse.@

Saturday, Saratoga, post time: 5:40 p.m. EDT
ALFRED G. VANDERBILT H.-GI, $350,000, 3yo/up, 6f
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Anchor Down K Tapit Ortiz Pletcher 117
2 Catalina Red Munnings Saez Navarro 119
3 Delta Bluesman Wagon Limit Jaramillo Navarro 119
4 A. P. Indian Indian Charlie Bravo Delacour 118
5 Holy Boss K Street Boss Velazquez Asmussen 119
6 Chublicious Hey Chub Gallardo Navarro 115
7 Requite Warrior's Reward Castellano Weaver 116
8 All Star Red Five Star Day Ortiz Jr Rodriguez 115

Owners: 1-Alto Racing, LLC, 2-Lenci, Anthony, A., 3-Monster Racing
Stables, 4-Green Lantern Stables LLC, 5-Durant, Jerry, 6-Gruskos, David,
7-Bermuda Limestone Thoroughbreds, 8-Carl Lizza Racing Stables, LLC
Breeders: 1-Gainesway Thoroughbreds Ltd., 2-France Weiner & Irwin J.
Weiner, 3-Denis A. Dwyer, 4-Green Lantern Stables, LLC, 5-Adena Springs,
6-Joe-Dan Farm, 7-Dr. Wilfred Robinson, LimestoneThoroughbreds, 8-Steve
C. Snowden & Dan Considine

Saturday, Del Mar, post time: 8:40 p.m. EDT
CLEMENT L. HIRSCH S.-GI, $300,000, 3yo/up, f/m, 1 1/16m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Beholder K Henny Hughes Stevens Mandella 123
2 Stellar Wind Curlin Espinoza Sadler 121
3 The Dream (Chi) Scat Daddy Garcia Hollendorfer 119
4 Off the Road (Brz) Quick Road (Brz) Pedroza Mandella 119
5 Divina Comedia (Fr) Footstepsinthesand (GB) Talamo Callaghan 119
Owners: 1-Spendthrift Farm, LLC, 2-Hronis Racing, LLC, 3-Don Alberto
Stable, 4-Quick Road Stable, 5-Marsha Naify Breeders: 1-Clarkland Farm,
2-Keswick Stables &Stonestreet Thoroughbred Holdings LLC, 3-Haras Jockey,
4-Haras Louveira Ltda, 5-Haras Du Mezeray S.A.

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/?p=77294
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Jorge Navarro

Bill Denver, Equi-Photo

Black-Type Previews cont.

Saturday, Saratoga, post time: 6:18 p.m. EDT
JIM DANDY S.-GII, $600,000, 3yo, 1 1/8m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Creator K Tapit Ortiz Jr Asmussen 123
2 Laoban K Uncle Mo Ortiz Guillot 117
3 Mohaymen K Tapit Alvarado McLaughlin 121
4 Destin K Giant's Causeway Castellano Pletcher 121
5 Governor Malibu K Malibu Moon Rosario Clement 117
6 Race Me Home (Ire) K Oasis Dream (GB) Saez Romans 117
Owners: 1-WinStar Farm LLC and Flay, Bobby, 2-McCormick Racing LLC and
Southern Equine Stable LLC, 3-Shadwell Stable, 4-Twin Creeks Racing Stables,
LLC and Eclipse Thoroughbred Partners, 5-Jump Sucker Stable and Oak Bluff
Stables, 6-Albaugh Family Stable Breeders: 1-Mt.Brilliant Broodmares I LLC,
2-Respite Farm, 3-Clearsky Farms, 4-James C. Weigel &Taylor Made Stallions
Inc., 5-Richard Leahy Oak Bluff Stables, 6-Society Selection Syndicate

Saturday, Saratoga, post time: 4:25 p.m. EDT
BOWLING GREEN S.-GII, $250,000, 4yo/up, 1 3/8mT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Twilight Eclipse K Purim Franco Albertrani 122
2 Flintshire (GB) Dansili (GB) Castellano Brown 124
3 Danish Dynaformer Dynaformer Velazquez Attfield 122
4 Can'thelpbelieving (Ire) Duke of Mrmalde (Ire) Ortiz Jr Motion 116
5 Grand Tito K Candy Ride (Arg) Ortiz Delgado 122
Owners: 1-West Point Thoroughbreds, 2-Juddmonte Farms, Inc., 3-Fipke,
Charles, E., 4-Frassetto, Albert, 5-Grupo Seven C Stable Breeders: 1-Epona
Thoroughbreds, 2-Juddmonte Farms Ltd, 3-Charles Fipke, 4-G. Kelly,
Milltownmore & Pinnacle B/S, 5-Hargus Sexton, Sandra Sexton & Ben P.
Walden Jr.

Saturday, Saratoga, post time: 2:41 p.m. EDT
AMSTERDAM S.-GII, $200,000, 3yo, 6 1/2f
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Counterforce K Smart Strike Geroux Asmussen 121
2 Maniacal Kitten's Joy Flores Ward 117
3 Quijote Pomeroy Ortiz Amoss 117
4 Ready Dancer K More Than Ready Castellano Pletcher 117
5 Its All Relevant K Hard Spun Velazquez Schettino 117
6 Uncle Vinny K Uncle Mo Ortiz Jr Pletcher 121
7 King Kranz K Munnings Carmouche Terranova II 121
8 Mind Your Biscuits K Posse Rosario Falcone Jr 115
Owners: 1-Winchell Thoroughbreds LLC, 2-Ward, Wesley, A., 3-Midwest
Thoroughbreds, Inc., 4-Let's Go Stable, 5-Brooklyn Boyz Stables, MeB Racing
Stables LLC and Schettino, Dominick A., 6-Starlight Racing, 7-Zayat Stables,
LLC, 8-J Stables, Summers, M. Scott, Summers, Hope and Summers, Daniel
Breeders: 1-Hill 'n' Dale Equine Holdings, Inc. & George Prussin, 2-Wesley
Ward, 3-Ramiro Rosas Medina, 4-St George Farm LLC & Spurrmont, LLC,
5-Green Lantern Stables, LLC, 6-Gilbert G. Campbell, 7-Bob Austin & Alice
Austin, 8-Jumping Jack Racing LLC

ON MONMOUTH=S BIG WEEKEND,

NAVARRO=S STARS LEAVING TOWN
by Brian DiDonato

OCEANPORT, New Jersey--While the racing spotlight will be on

Monmouth Park this Sunday for the GI Betfair.com Haskell

Invitational S., the oval=s dominant leading trainer Jorge Navarro

will be sending some of his stable stars out of town. The

Panamanian native will be represented by a trio of runners in

Saturday=s GI Alfred G.

Vanderbilt H. at Saratoga,

and his top sophomore,

GIII Pat Day Mile winner

Sharp Azteca (Freud), will

be shipping to Louisiana

Downs Sunday. 

   Navarro, whose 33 wins

at the current stand put

him 13 clear of Todd

Pletcher in second, is used

to running more than one

horse in the same race,

and in fact ran 1-2-3 in the

June 26 Mr. Prospector S.

New Jersey-bred

Chublicious (Hey Chub),

two-for-two for the

Navarro barn since being acquired privately, topped the trifecta

and is among the conditioner=s Vanderbilt entrants. Catalina

Red (Munnings) belied 14-1 odds to take the GII Churchill Downs

S. on GI Kentucky Derby day in his first try for Navarro May 7,

and looks to bounce back off a fourth-place run in Belmont=s 

GII True North S. June 10. Delta Bluesman (Wagon Limit), who

crossed the wire first in each of his last four starts but was DQ=d

three back for interference in Monmouth=s May 14 Decathlon S.,

will run right back off a convincing on-the-pace tally in

Gulfstream=s GII Smile Sprint S. July 2. 

   AThe reason we do it here is because it=s my hometown and I

like to help Monmouth Park,@ Navarro explained when asked

about running multiple horses in the same race. AI love the place

and I=ll do anything for them. Over there it=s a Grade I--all three

horses are doing good, feeling good, so why not? Let=s take a

chance. I think they fit.@

   Navarro might even have a better sprinter in the barn than any

of those he=ll run on Saturday in the comebacking X Y Jet

(Kantharos). The grey speedster completed a five-race win

streak in the GIII Gulfstream Park Sprint Feb. 27, and was

extremely game on the front end before settling for second by a

neck in Meydan=s G1 Dubai Golden Shaheen a month later. 

Cont. p8
                                                                     

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.twinspires.com/content/?utm_source=thoroughbreddailynews&utm_medium=newsletterbanner&utm_content=&utm_campaign=betno
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Sharp Azteca scores under the Twin Spires | Coady Photography

Navarro with Catalina Red after the Churchill Downs S. 

Horsephotos

Jorge Navarro cont.
   The 4-year-old gelding recently returned to Navarro=s barn
after spending some time at Taylor Made Farm to recover after
undergoing surgery to remove a knee chip. 
   AHe=s doing excellent,@ Navarro revealed. AHe=s training
already, and he=s going to have his first work in 18 days. We=re
going to try to get a prep for him, and then take him to the 
[GI] Breeders= Cup [Sprint] and then Dubai again. This is the best
I=ve ever seen him.@
   Navarro says he has seen the quality of his stock improve
markedly this season, and credits the work he did last term with
Private Zone (Macho Uno), who won three graded stakes
including the GI Forego S. and finished a close second in the
Breeders= Cup Sprint for him before being transferred to Brian
Lynch. 
   APrivate Zone opened the door for me,@ said Navarro. AOver
the years, I kept hearing, >He=s a claiming trainer=--there=s no
such thing as a claiming trainer. When you=re a horseman,
you=re a horseman. I just needed that opportunity.@
   The results of this year=s Kentucky Derby undercard might
have solidified Navarro=s status as more than just a claiming
trainer. Just a few races after Catalina Red=s Churchill Downs
upset, Sharp Azteca dueled and drew off to a 2 1/2-length score
in the Pat Day Mile at 13-1. 
   ALosing close ones at the Breeders= Cup and in Dubai, I was
like, >Man, what the heck is this?=@ Navarro recalled. AThen after
that day I understood why--there were better plans for me. It
was a great time.@
   Originally under consideration for Monmouth=s GIII Pegasus S.
June 19 as a stepping stone for the Haskell, Sharp Azteca instead
contested Belmont=s GII Woody Stephens S. over seven panels
June 11, and checked in a creditable fourth after chasing a hot
pace. He=ll make his two-turn debut in the Super Derby Prelude
S. at Louisiana Downs next Saturday and then head to that
venue=s GIII Super Derby Sept. 10. 

    "There's no doubt he's a nice horse,@ Navarro offered. AI just

want to put him in the right spots. We missed all the big dances,

so I want to put him on the right path instead of throwing him in

with [Derby winner and Haskell entrant] Nyquist (Uncle Mo) and

those types of horses. It's not that I'm running away from them,

but I want to do right by the horse."

   Navarro, who moved with his family from Panama City in 

1988 and learned to train from his stepfather Julian Canet, first

brought horses to Monmouth from Florida in 2012. He was

leading trainer there in 2013, 2014 and 2015, and appears

extremely likely to take home another title in 2016. 

   "I had gotten 18 stalls at Delaware Park, I called my friend and

told him I was heading there,@ recalled Navarro of what first

brought him to the Jersey Shore. AMy friend said, >No, come to

New Jersey.' I said, >Are you nuts? My horses have no chance

there.' But that year I won some races and now here we are."

   While Navarro has done well, overall business at Monmouth

Park in terms of field size and handle has been decidedly

lackluster. 

   "It's a shame,@ he said. ASlowly it's dying, and it's the most

beautiful place I've been. I love New Jersey, my kids love New

Jersey. Hopefully we get something going soon, because this is

the best place to be in the summer." 

   Navarro, who lives about a mile from Monmouth by the beach

in the summer with his wife Jennifer, son Jorge (8) and daughter

Miah (6), added, AI just like the surroundings. The people are

nice. My family loves it here. We've got the best of both worlds

with the summer here and winters in Florida--you can't beat it

here in the summer. Plus the racetrack itself is beautiful. I've

been to Saratoga and Churchill, but this is home for me."

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/on-monmouths-big-weekend-navarros-stars-leaving-town/
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>TDN Rising Star= Gift Box | Adam Coglianese

BROWN SOPHS TAKING CONSERVATIVE

APPROACH by Mike Kane

   With four prospects for the Aug. 27 GI Travers S., trainer Chad

Brown opted for three routes, none involving the major

3-year-old races this weekend, the GI Betfair.com Haskell

Invitational S. at Monmouth Park and and the GII Jim Dandy S. at

Saratoga. He said Wednesday that the goal for his colts was for

tests and tune-ups rather than far more difficult assignments in

advance of Saratoga=s marquee race.

   Rather than face Nyquist (Uncle Mo) and Gun Runner (Candy

Ride {Arg}) in the Haskell and Mohaymen (Tapit), Creator (Tapit)

and Destin (Giant=s

Causeway) in the Jim

Dandy, Brown entered

Connect (Curlin) and

>TDN Rising Star= Gift

Box (Twirling Candy) in

Friday=s $100,000

Curlin S. at 1 1/8 miles.

Fellow >Rising Star= My

Man Sam (Trappe

Shot) made his first

start since finishing 11th in the GI Kentucky Derby, Saturday,

finishing second in an allowance at Saratoga, and Economic

Model (Flatter) is on course to the GII West Virginia Derby on

Aug. 6.

   While Brown hopes to get one or maybe all of them to the

$1.25-million Travers, he pointed out that that they still have to

prove they belong.

   AIt=s a good feeling right now, but my four horses are not as

accomplished as a group that is going to be aiming for the

Travers,@ he said. AIt doesn=t warrant something like I=m holding

a strong hand for the Travers. These are lightly raced horses.

Economic Model is the most accomplished now with a second in

the Dwyer and a stakes win (in the Easy Goer S. June 11). Still,

we=re a ways from the Travers and there are some nice horses

out there. They are accomplished Grade I dirt 3-year-olds and

these four aren=t yet. But I=m happy to have them and I am

optimistic that one of these horses can pop up and potentially

be right there in a race like the Travers.@

   During the conversation that was primarily focused on his

3-year-old colts, Brown said that he expects Flintshire (GB)

(Dansili {GB}) to improve from his win in the GI Manhattan S. in

the GII Bowling Green S. Saturday; that GI Diana winner Dacita

(Chi) (Scat Daddy) looked tired after the victory and won't run

again until the GI Flower Bowl Oct. 8; and that unbeaten Lady Eli

(Divine Park) is training well in Saratoga and is likely to make her

comeback in the GII Ballston Spa S. Aug. 27.

   Gift Box and Connect are part of a field of 10 in the Curlin and

are coming into the race off victories at Belmont Park.

   AI think that both horses, right now at their stage of
development, qualify for the Curlin the way it=s written and both
deserve to run in the easiest of the three races in front of us,
between the Haskell, the Jim Dandy and the Curlin,@ Brown said.
AWith both horses, we have aspirations to go on to the Travers.
While it=s not for sure that one of them is going to win, I feel I
confident that it is the easiest of the three races. I=m not looking
to give these horse too hard of a race. They=re both lightly raced
and they are both developing nicely. I@m looking to run well and
move forward off the race. I think the Curlin gives both horses
the chance to accomplish that."
   Gift Box was second in the GII Remsen S. last year, but was
given time off during the when Brown didn=t like the way he was
training in Florida. He won his comeback race May 26 in Elmont,
but the Curlin will be his first start in two months. Brown said
Gift Box is better with space between races.
   AHe did run here as a 2-year-old one time [finishing third on
debut last August], but I=d like to get him another race over the
track,@ Brown said. AWe decided to give him the time. He=s done
well. He=s had a nice string of workouts. I believe, despite the
layoff, he=s fit enough. He ran the best of his life the last time
out off a very long layoff, since the Remsen. I just can=t see the
layoff being an issue, based on his last race.@
   Connect comes into the race named for this sire after winning
in May and June at Belmont Park . This will be his first try at a
distance of ground.
   AHe has a pedigree to get better as we stretch him out,@ Brown
said. AI don=t think this horse will have any problem getting two
turns. We=ve always thought a lot of this horse.@
   My Man Sam was caught at the wire Saturday by 2015 GI
Preakness S. runner-up Tale of Verve (Tale of Ekati) and Brown
said he remains a Travers candidate.
   AHe came out of the race in good shape,@ Brown said. AHe ran
like a horse that really needed a race. I was disappointed that he
hung a bit in the lane and couldn=t finish off his race. He did get
quite tired after the race. I think he==ll get a lot out of it. If he
gets the right pace set up in a race like the Travers, anything can
happen. I=m pointing toward that race.@
   Brown said he preferred to run Flintshire in the Bowling Green
and the Sword Dancer Aug. 27 over taking the Juddmonte star
to the GI Arlington Million Aug. 13. He will then train him to up
to the GI Joe Hirsch Turf Classic Invitational on Oct. 1.
   Lady Eli has not raced since July 4, 2015, when she took her
career record to six-for-six in the GI Belmont Oaks Invitational S.
She stepped on a nail on the way back from post-race test barn,
which led to a bout with laminitis. Lady Eli survived and went
back to the track earlier this year.
   @She=s doing outstanding,@ Brown said. AShe=s here now
training. I=m pointing her to the Ballston Spa. I feel good about
that.@

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/?p=77269


RACING IN EUROPE

Deauville (IRE) wins the G1 Belmont Derby
Invitational Stakes

Tepin (USA) being led in after winning this
year’s G1 Queen Anne Stakes at Royal
Ascot for owner Robert Masterson, trainer
Mark Casse & breeder Machmer Hall

RACING IN AMERICA

18 Graded Stakes winners in North
America in 2016 were bred in Europe
including G1 winners Deauville (IRE),
Flintshire (GB) and Wake Forest (Ger)

http://www.destinationeuroperacing.com
https://twitter.com/europeracing
http://www.destinationeuroperacing.com/
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Blu Grotto | Bill Denver photo

STRADIVARI DOING WELL POST SURGERY
   ATDN Rising Star@ Stradivari (Medaglia d=Oro) is doing well

following surgery at Rood and Riddle to repair a lateral condylar

fracture and axial sesamoid fracture, trainer Todd Pletcher

reported Wednesday.

   AThe surgery went very well,@ Pletcher commented. AHe has

recovered from the surgery very well. He had a good night, and

he is comfortable [Wednesday]. "He was able to stand up, he is

bearing good weight  on both front feet today, which is an

encouraging sign. As far as everyone is concerned, the process

went as smoothly as possible and the initial signs are

encouraging.@

   Stradivari, owned by breeder John Gunther in partnership with

the Coolmore contingent, suffered the career-ending injury

during a five-furlong workout Friday morning at Saratoga.

Though the injury has brought an end to the sophomore=s racing

career, there is hope he can transition into a career at stud.

   AThe best case scenario would be that he can recover and lead

a happy life, hopefully as a stallion prospect,@ Pletcher said. AHe

is just across the street at Rood and Riddle. You obviously want

to give him plenty of time to recuperate and then travel back to

the Gunther=s farm in Kentucky when the time is right.@

   A second-out graduate at Gulfstream Dec. 5, Stradivari earned

Rising Star status with a dominant 14 1/2-length allowance

victory at Keeneland Apr. 17. Fourth in the GI Preakness S. May

21, the dark bay was fifth last time in the GI Belmont S. June 11

and was preparing for a start in Saturday=s GII Jim Dandy S.

when the injury occurred. 

LUXURY RESTAURANT ADDED TO

MONMOUTH MENU by Bill Finley

   OCEANPORT, NJBThe winning connections of this year=s 

GI Betfair.com Haskell Invitational S.--and, for that matter, all

future Haskells--won=t have to go very far to celebrate after

their victory. Blu Grotto is the latest addition to Monmouth

Park; a luxurious restaurant just a few hundred yards from the

quarter-pole that is open year-round.

   Don=t think racetrack food. Don=t even think of some of the

better on-track restaurants at racing facilities across the

country. This is a stand-alone building and the intent is to offer

patrons one of the best dining experiences in Monmouth

County, New Jersey. 

   Based on a recent night out at Blu Grotto, it looks like the

Monmouth team is going to achieve its goal.

   When the current management group, led by Bob Kulina and

Dennis Drazin, took over a racetrack that wasn=t blessed with

casino revenue they knew that had to find creative ways to

bring in revenue. With so much unused land available, they built

a miniature golf course, have plans to build an amphitheater for

concerts and, earlier this month, opened Blu Grotto.

   The restaurant is named after The Blue Grotto, a sea cave on

the coast of the island of Capri in southern Italy. It is a sea cave

that is flooded with a brilliant blue and emerald lights. The

restaurant, with both its menu and its decor, borrows many of

its themes from Italy=s Blue Grotto.

   The head Chef James Corona is an award-winner, who

previously worked at the highly regarded Doris & Ed=s in

Highlands, New Jersey, and Bocca Restaurant in Manhattan.

He=s put together a menu heavy on Italian dishes, Penna

Papalina, Cresti Di Gallo, Pork Chop Scarpariello, Arancini

Bolognese, et al. For those looking for something more along the

lines of typical American food, there is plenty to choose from. I

had a New York Strip steak and my companion (my lovely 

15-year-old daughter, Sarah), ordered Skuna Bay Salmon.

   I started with a Butter Bibb salad, which was made up of

peaches, radicchio, pecorino and honey sherry. It was a perfect

summer salad, fresh and refreshing and the peaches gave it a

sweet taste that mixed nicely with the greens. My steak was

good, not great. Ordered medium rare, it was a little

overcooked for my tastes. But it was reasonably priced at $28

and came with a wonderful horseradish sauce. Cont. p11

                                                               

Fasig-Tipton NY-Bred graduate Haveyougoneaway
(Congrats) makes the grade in the GII Honorable Miss H.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/?p=77283
http://www.thetdn.com/race-replays/
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UPCOMING MAJOR

NORTH AMERICAN STAKES

 Date Race Track

7/30 GI Clement L. Hirsch S. DMR

GI Alfred G. Vanderbilt H. SAR

GII Jim Dandy S. SAR

GII Amsterdam S. SAR

GII Bowling Green H. SAR

7/31 GI Haskell Invitational S. MTH

GI Bing Crosby S. DMR

GII Monmouth Cup MTH

GIII Molly Pitcher S. MTH

GIII Oceanport S. MTH

GIII Matchmaker S. MTH

GIII Shuvee H. SAR

GIII Royal North S. WO

8/1 GIII Seagram Cup WO

8/5 GII Hall of Fame S. SAR

8/6 GI Whitney S. SAR

GI Test S. SAR

GII West Virginia Derby MNR

GII Sorrento S. DMR

GIII La Jolla H. DMR

GIII Groupie Doll S. ELP

GIII Waya S. SAR

8/13 GI Arlington Million AP

GI Beverly D. S. AP

GI Secretariat S. AP

GI Fourstardave S. SAR

GII Best Pal S. DMR

GII Adirondack S. SAR

GIII Pucker Up S. AP

GIII American St Leger S. AP

Blu Grotto cont.

   For those who nailed a good superfecta or two on the card

they might want to try the 28-day dry-aged, 28 ounce tomahawk

ribeye for $75. Young Miss Finley said her salmon was excellent.

She ordered a molten lava cake with pistachio ice cream for

desert and devoured it within minutes. As is often the case with

teenagers, she thought it was the best part of the meal. 

   The service was outstanding as the food came quickly and the

wait staff was friendly and attentive. As is the case with almost

all Jersey Shore restaurants, the dress was casual. Wear a coat

and tie are you=re fine. Wear shorts and a polo shirt and you=re

fine.

   But what truly separates Blu Grotto from so many other

restaurants is the atmosphere and decor. As you enter, you=ll

see an intimate bar on your right that is stocked with some of

the finest selections available in wines and spirits and, yes, it

includes SAM betting machines for those who want to play the

races while they enjoy a cocktail. The roof of the entrance to the

dining room includes three full screens showing an eclectic mix

of scenes from racing, from Italy and just about anything else

you can think of that might add to the atmosphere. 

   The main dining room more resembles an atrium than a typical

restaurant. It is airy, designed in such a way that it never feels

crowded and you don=t get that annoying noisy din so typical at

so many restaurants today. The seats are ocean blue and the

table tops might seem familiar to Jersey racetrack fans.

Monmouth bought the marble that was part of the now closed

Pegasus restaurant at the Meadowlands. 

   There is multi-tiered outdoor seating and a beer garden that

will often include entertainment. It is accessible from the main

grandstand.

   AWhat we=re trying to do is create the same sort of

atmosphere you get at Siro=s in Saratoga only instead of being

outside the racetrack gates, our restaurant and beer garden is

actually part of the racetrack,@ said John Forbes.

   Forbes, of course, is one of the top trainers in Monmouth

history but has added a jack-of-all-trades role at Blu Grotto to

his list of duties. A good-natured curmudgeon, he made it clear

he doesn=t get to eat there for free and that if he paid for too

many dinners, his lovely wife Vicki would kill him.

   Blu Grotto figures to thrive during the summer, as do virtually

all restaurants in the Shore region. How they do in February will

better tell the story of whether or not it will be successful. One

thing they have not done a good job of yet is getting the word

out that Blu Grotto is open. It doesn=t even have a website and

only one of the major New Jersey newspapers (the Star-Ledger)

seems to even know it is open as they are the only ones to have

written a review and it was largely borrowed from a track press

release. On the marketing front, they need to do a much better

job.

   But Blu Grotto should make it. It offers very good food at fairly

reasonable prices and an atmosphere that is so different and

pleasant that it=s the true highlight of the restaurant. It=s hard to

imagine it won=t become one of the top eating spots in

Monmouth County. 

William Hill Gives Frosty Response to Rank and 888 Approach

British bookmaker William Hill gave a frosty response to a

proposed takeover bid from 888 Holdings and Rank Group on

Monday, saying it saw little merit in the merger.

New York Times

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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http://www.equiairshipping.com/


Churchill Downs | Horsephotos

TDN CRITERIA
 The races covered in the TDN are as follows:

• Stakes: purses of $50,000/up

• Allowance Races: purses of $20,000/up

• Optional Claiming Races: purses of $20,000/up

• Maiden Special Weight Races: purses of $18,000/up

• Maiden Claiming Races: purses of $18,000/up & a minimum

claiming price of $40,000

CHURCHILL SEPTEMBER, FALL STAKES RELEASED
   Officials at Churchill Downs have released stakes schedules for

their September and fall meetings, with combined purse money

of more than $3.2 million on offer.

   The storied Louisville oval will play host to a September

meeting for the fourth year, and the opening Saturday of the

stand will feature the GIII Iroquois S. and GII Pocahontas S. for 

2-year-old colts and

fillies, respectively.

Each event, contested

at 1 1/16 miles around

two turns, offers

points in the ARoad to

the Kentucky Derby@

and ARoad to the

Kentucky Oaks@ series

and is also part of the

Breeders= Cup

Challenge AWin and

You=re In@ series. The GIII Locust Grove S. and GIII Ack Ack S. are

the other graded stakes on the September calendar, while the

Oct. 1 Lukas Classic, a listed stakes test, is intended to serve as a

prep for the GI Breeders= Cup Classic.

   The fall meeting kicks off with the AStars of Tomorrow I@

program, comprised of races restricted to 2-year-olds and

including the Rags to Riches and Street Sense overnight stakes.

Those two events serve as one-mile preps for the GII Kentucky

Jockey Club S. (2yo males) and GII Golden Rod S. (2yo fillies) to

be held Sunday, Nov. 27, as part of the AStars of Tomorrow II@

program. The winners of those races will earn automatic

nominations to the GI Kentucky Derby/Triple Crown and the GI

Kentucky Oaks.

   As part of an always-popular program over the Thanksgiving

holiday, the Nov. 26 GI Clark H. is the only top-level test on the

September/Fall ledger. The other graded events on that

weekend include the GII Falls City H. and GIII River City H. 

(Nov. 24); and the GIII Mrs. Revere S. (Nov. 25).

Wednesday=s Results:

4th-SAR, $90,000, Alw (NW2$X)/Opt. Clm ($62,500), 7-27,

3yo/up, f/m, 1 1/8m, 1:51.64, ft.

GOING FOR BROKE (f, 3, Blame--Support the Cause, by Put It

Back), runner-up on debut at Aqueduct Apr. 10, graduated by

two lengths over a sloppy Belmont surface May 8 and added a 

6 3/4-length romp in a one-mile allowance at Elmont last time

out June 12. The 1-2 favorite broke well from her outside post,

was taken in hand and angled to the rail to settle at the back of

the field. She began making forward progress along the rail after

a half in :48.02, waited for racing room nearing the stretch and,

moving in tandem with Rachel=s Temper (Flatter), overtook

pacesetting Jules N Rome (Dunkirk) with a furlong to run and

just getting a nose in front of Rachel=s Temper after a ding-dong

battle to the wire. The winner=s third dam is multiple Grade I

winner Fiesta Gal (Alleged). Support the Cause, a full-sister to

Grade I winner In Summation, was bred to Summer Front this

spring. Summer Front (War Front) won four graded stakes  in

the colors of Thomas Moore=s Waterford Stable. Click for the

Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

Lifetime Record: 4-3-1-0, $159,200. 

O/B-Waterford Stable (KY); T-Chad C. Brown. 

9th-SAR, $90,000, Alw (NW2$X)/Opt. Clm ($62,500), 7-27,

3yo/up, f/m, 5 1/2fT, 1:02.07, fm.

SANCTIFICA (m, 5, Distorted Humor--Santa Croce {SP,

$139,566}, by Saint Ballado), a maiden winner over the

Gulfstream lawn in her first start off a six-month layoff in

February, was third in a pair of subsequent optional claimers in

Hallandale before returning to the winner=s circle with a front-

running 1 1/2-length tally at Delaware Park July 2. Dismissed at

17-1, the bay mare pressed the pace through fractions of :21.72

and :44.46. She surged to the lead at midstretch and came home

2 1/4 lengths to the good of fellow longshot Two Pump (Second

in Command). Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO,

sponsored by Fasig-Tipton. Lifetime Record: 8-3-1-2, $124,404. 

O/B-Waterville Lake Stable (KY); T-Christophe Clement. 

5th-SAR, $83,000, Msw, 7-27, 2yo, f, 5 1/2fT, 1:03.84, fm.

+SAFE WITH ME (f, 2, Discreetly Mine--Safe Crossing {SP,

$187,250}, by Stormy Atlantic), sent off at 16-1, sat just off the

pacesetters through fractions of :21.58 and :45.29. She floated

out four wide for running room at the top of the lane and kicked

into gear in the final strides to best Aikenetta (Aikenite) by a

neck with Mare Irish Dancer (Tale of the Cat) a half-length back

in third. Cont. p2
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Safe with Me | A Coglianese

Tale for Ruby | Sarah K Andrew

   Safe with Me is the first foal out of Augustin Stable=s stakes-

placed Safe Crossing, whose dam is Ava Darling (Gilded Time), a

half-sister to graded stakes winners Keyed Entry (Honour and

Glory) and Algorithms

(Bernardini) and to

Grade I winners Justin

Phillip (First Samurai)

and Greenpointcrusader

(Bernardini). Safe

Crossing produced a colt

by Point of Entry in 2015

and a colt by Quality

Road this year and she

was bred back to that

Lane=s End stallion. Click for the Equibase.com chart or Video,

sponsored by Fasig-Tipton. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $49,800. 

O-Augustin Stable; B-George Strawbridge (KY); T-H. Graham

Motion. 

6th-SAR, $83,000, Msw, 7-27, 3yo/up, f/m, 7f, 1:23.97, ft.

TALE FOR RUBY (f, 3, Tale of Ekati--Ruby City, by Carson City)

was fifth behind subsequent Grade I winner Rachel=s Valentina

(Bernardini) in her six-

furlong debut at this

oval last August and

had not been seen

since finishing third

going one mile at

Gulfstream Dec. 27.

The 2-1 shot chased

pacesetting Theatric

(Bernardini) through a

quarter in :23.41 and

overtook that foe after

a half in :46.37. She skipped clear in upper stretch and strode

home an easy 4 1/2-length winner over Chase Motto

(Unbridled=s Song). Favored Blenheim Palace (Medaglia d=Oro)

was four lengths back in third. Click for the Equibase.com chart

or Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.  Lifetime Record: 3-1-0-1,

$55,890. 

O/B-Charles E. Fipke (KY); T-Barclay Tagg. 

Wednesday=s Results:

2nd-TDN, $22,500, Msw, 7-27, 2yo, f, 6f, 1:14.26, ft.

+DATZ A VIOLATION (f, 2, Stay Thirsty--Rings and Things, by

Thunder Gulch), looking to become the fourth winner for her

freshman sire (by Bernardini), was sent off the 6-5 favorite in

this debut. With the pace early, she took a clear lead after a

quarter in :22.80, was headed by One Thirty One (Macho Uno)

at the head of the lane, but battled back and was pulling away

from that rival at the wire to win by 1 1/4 lengths. Sales history:

$17,000 RNA Wlg '14 KEENOV; $19,000 RNA Ylg '15 FTKOCT;

$60,000 2yo '16 OBSMAR. Click for the Equibase.com chart or

VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0,

$12,900. 

O-Loooch Racing Stables, Inc.; B-Jumping Jack Racing LLC (KY);

T-Jeffrey A. Radosevich. 

Wednesday=s Results:

REAL GOOD DEAL S., $151,380, DMR, 7-27, (S), 3, 7f, 1:21.90, ft.

1--GOLD RUSH DANCER, 125, c, 3, by Private Gold

1st Dam: Dances On Water, by In Excess (Ire)

2nd Dam: Water Trade, by Cee's Tizzy

3rd Dam: Water War, by Crystal Water

   O/B-John Parker (CA); T-Vann Belvoir; J-Flavien Prat. $85,500.

   Lifetime Record: 12-5-3-2, $379,923.

2--Tough It Out, 120, g, 3, Grazen--Mark Set Go, by Marquetry.

   O/B-Nicholas B. Alexander (CA); T-Philip D'Amato. $28,500. 

3--Mrazek, 125, c, 3, Square Eddie--Heckuva Rush, by Wild Rush.

   O/B-Reddam Racing, LLC (CA); T-Doug F. O'Neill. $18,000. 

Margins: HF, 1 1/4, 1 1/4. Odds: 14.10, 10.70, 1.70.

Also Ran: Taman Guard, Boy Howdy, Smokey Image, Tribal

Fighter, Tough But Nice, Packin Heat, Family Code.

   Gold Rush Dancer opened his career with five starts at

Emerald Downs last summer and fall for trainer Bill Tollett,

capped by a 5 1/2-length victory in the Sept. 27 Gottstein

Futurity. Shipped south to Golden Gate with trainer Candi

Tollett, the dark bay colt ended his juvenile campaign with a

third-place effort in the Nov. 7 Golden Nugget S. and a fifth-

place finish in the Dec. 5 Gold Rush S. Fourth in the Mar. 20 San

Pedro S. to open his sophomore campaign with trainer Vann

Belvoir, Gold Rush Dancer was second behind the reopposing

Tought It Out in the Apr. 9 Echo Eddie S. 

                                                               

                                                               

Baccari Bloodstock Sales Graduate
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INDUSTRY INFO
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golfsaratoga.com

   He switched to the turf for wins in the May 1 Silky Sullivan S. at

Golden Gate and the May 28 Snow Chief S. at Santa Anita. Back

on the main track for this start, Gold Rush Dancer stumbled

slightly at the break, but recovered quickly to be with the early

leaders. Taken in hand, he settled just off the pace behind a half

in :44.21. He rallied four wide at the top of the lane and pulled

clear before just holding off the late-closing Tough it Out for his

fourth stakes victory. AWe were pointing for this or the [Aug. 6

GIII] La Jolla [on the turf],@ Belvoir, winning his first stakes at the

oceanside oval, admitted. AI wasn't afraid of the [switch to]

seven furlongs or the dirt. I wanted to enter this race with the

option to scratch, but when we drew the good post, and looking

at his numbers, we decided to go in this. And he got a great ride.

Flavien [Prat] is on a roll right now. He's a beautiful rider. We're

going to go back to the grass next in the [Sept. 4 GII] Del Mar

Derby. My first stakes win at Del Mar and it's very exciting.@ Prat

added, AYou know, he just might be better on dirt than he is on

grass. The seven-eighths [today] felt just about right. He's fast

and you can put him anywhere you want. That makes for good

trips. Then again, you've got to give credit to the trainer. When

you ride the best horse, it make the job much easier.@ Belvoir

purchased the winner=s dam, the unraced Dances on Water, for

$1,000 at the 2012 Barretts January sale. Click for the

Equibase.com chart or Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton. 

3rd-DMR, $69,098, Alw (NW2$X)/Opt. Clm ($62,500), 7-27,

3yo/up, f/m, 6f, 1:08.30, ft.

LUMINANCE (f, 4, Tale of the Cat--Siren Serenade, by

Unbridled's Song), tabbed a >TDN Rising Star= after her debut

win at Del Mar in July 2014 in her lone juvenile outing, was

second behind champion Stellar Wind (Curlin) in the GI Santa

Anita Oaks last April and concluded her three-race sophomore

campaign with a fifth-place effort in the May 15 GII Black-Eyed

Susan S. She resurfaced off the 13-month layoff to be fourth in

the June 26 Desert Stormer S. Off half a step slowly here, the 5-2

shot pulled her way to contest the pace with fellow >TDN Rising

Star= Bendable (Horse Greeley) through fractions of :22.22 and

:44.67. She assumed command in upper stretch and sailed home

1 1/2 lengths in front. The 3-2 favorite Bendable, forced to shift

inside when the favorite drifted out slightly in deep stretch,

turned back Lily Pod (Bernstein) for second. Luminance was a

$320,000 KEESEP yearling. Her dam Siren Serenade produced a

filly by The Factor in 2015, a filly by Tapit this year and was bred

back to Tapit. Click for the Equibase.com chart or Video,

sponsored by Fasig-Tipton. Lifetime Record: GISP, 6-3-1-0,

$212,858. 

O-Kaleem Shah, Inc.; B-Tada Nobutaka (KY); T-Bob Baffert. 

5th-DMR, $64,035, Msw, 7-27, 3yo/up, f/m, 1m, 1:36.52, ft.

SHE'S A WARRIOR (f, 3, Majestic Warrior--Blabby B., by

Tabasco Cat) was on the board in three straight maiden affairs

last fall and winter and opened her sophomore campaign with a

well-beaten third-place effort behind champion Songbird

(Medaglia d=Oro) in the Feb. 6 GII Las Virgenes S. She was nosed

out of the win when second in a Mar. 5 maiden special weight

and returned to the graded ranks to be third again behind

Songbird in the Apr. 9 GI Santa Anita Oaks. The bay filly suffered

the lone off-the-board finish of her career to date with a

troubled seventh-place effort in the May 20 GII Black-Eyed

Susan S. The 6-5 favorite settled in mid-pack early and began

improving her position down the backstretch through a half in

:47.13. Asked for run turning for home, she rallied four wide

into the stretch and closed stoutly to just tag Leveler (Even the

Score) on the line and earn her first career victory by a neck.

She=s a Warrior is a half-sister to Victory Pete (Five Star Day,

MGSP, $348,545); and Dancin= Lil (Fusaichi Pegasus, SW,

$254,933). Sales history: $85,000 Wlg '13 KEENOV; $85,000 RNA

Ylg '14 KEESEP; $160,000 2yo '15 OBSMAR. Click for the

Equibase.com chart or Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

Lifetime Record: GISP, 8-1-3-3, $158,600.

O-C R K Stable; B-T. C. Flounders (KY); T-Peter Eurton. 

Saratoga Charity Events Set for August:

   The Jockey Club Safety Net Foundation and the Grayson-

Jockey Club Research Foundation are set to host a pair of charity

events in Saratoga

Springs, NY, during the

month of August.

   The Fashionable Fillies

Luncheon will take place

Thursday, Aug. 4 and will

benefit The Jockey Club

Safety Net Foundation

and Shelters of Saratoga,

while the Grayson-Jockey

Club=s Annual Charity Golf

Tournament is scheduled for Tuesday, Aug. 16. Both events will

take place at Saratoga National Golf Club.

Cont. p4

Sold by Hunter Valley Farm
Purchased by Donato Lanni/Hill ‘n’ Dale Bloodstock

Bred, Foaled & Raised at Johnson & Johnson Farm P 502-664-6289

Hip 743 half by City Zip sells at KEESEP with Hunter Valley Farm

                                                               

Sold by Hunter Valley Farm
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BREEDERS’ EDITION

   AThe Fashionable Fillies Luncheon brings together the women

of Saratoga and all corners of the racing world for an enjoyable

afternoon of shopping for two great causes,@ said Nancy Kelly,

executive director of The Jockey Club Safety Net Foundation.

AWe are very grateful to the members of our Honorary

Committee for their generosity and to those who attend this

event each year.@

   The luncheon will feature a silent auction and a fashion show.

Tickets are $150 per person.

   The golf tournament includes lunch, golf cart, greens fees, on-

course refreshments, a cocktail reception and an awards dinner.

   AOur charity golf tournament has been a popular event on the

Saratoga calendar for more than a decade,@ said Edward L.

Bowen, president of the Grayson-Jockey Club Research

Foundation. AThis outing provides the opportunity to play on a

beautiful golf course while supporting critical equine research.@

   For information on either event, contact Nancy Kelly at (518)

226-0609 or via email at nkelly@jockeyclub.com.

First-crop starters to watch: Thursday, July 28
Sire (Sire’s Sire), current farm, 2013 Fee, #foals of racing age/Winners/

BlackTypeWnrs * Race #-track, race type, distance, runner, odds (if available)

BRILLIANT SPEED (Dynaformer), Three Chimneys Farm, $10K, 27/0/0

2-PID, Msw 6f, Cherokee Lightning, 20-1

2-PID, Msw 6f, Mongolian Changa, $9K FTK OCT yrl, 4-1

GEMOLOGIST (Tiznow), WinStar Farm, $15K, 117/1/0

8-DEL, Msw 6f, +Spirituality, $150K OBS MAR 2yo, 8-1
SOARING EMPIRE (Empire Maker), Rockridge Stud, $2.5K, 24/0/0

5-SAR, Msw 5 1/2f, +D'yer Mak'er, $12K FTN MIX yrl, 12-1

THE FACTOR (War Front), Lane's End Farm, $15K, 105/3/0

8-DEL, Msw 6f, Godello, 7-2

 

Second-crop starters to watch: Thursday, July 28
Sire (Sire’s Sire), current farm, 2012 Fee, #foals of racing age/Winners/

BlackTypeWnrs * Race #-track, race type, distance, runner, odds (if available) Please

note: from Jan. 1-Apr. 30 all starters will be listed here. From June 1-Dec. 31, only

offspring that are first-time starters or starting in a stakes race will be listed here.

GIROLAMO (A.P. Indy), Darley, $15K, 151/29/3

5-SAR, Msw 5 1/2f, +Nut Nut, $45K EAS MAY 2yo, 12-1

HAYNESFIELD (Speightstown), Airdrie Stud, $10K, 138/31/2
7-PRM, $65K Prairie Gold Lassie S., 6f, Hey Hey, $37K KEE NOV wnl, 6-1

2-PID, Msw 6f, +Lil D, 20-1

INTERACTIF (Broken Vow), Red River Farms, Pvt., 54/13/1

5-IND, Msw 5fT, +Spring Value, $310K OBS APR 2yo, 8-5
NATIVE RULER (Elusive Quality), Abraham's Equine Clinic, $2K, 33/8/0

8-PRM, $45K Iowa Registered and Foaled Three Year Old Colt

and Gelding Route H., 1m, Scrutinizer, 4-1

8-PRM, $45K Iowa Registered and Foaled Three Year Old Colt

and Gelding Route H., 1m, Appanoose, $4K IOW OCT yrl, 20-1

8-PRM, $45K Iowa Registered and Foaled Three Year Old Colt

and Gelding Route H., 1m, Iowa Native, 3-1
PADDY O=PRADO (El Prado {Ire}), Spendthrift Farm, $15K, 231/45/2

8-PRM, $45K Iowa Registered and Foaled Three Year Old Colt

and Gelding Route H., 1m, Paddy Party, 8-1

REGAL RANSOM (Distorted Humor), Darley, $0, 142/16/0

1-IND, Msw 5f, +Onceaboutadream, $2K FTK OCT yrl, 6-1
7-PRM, $65K Prairie Gold Lassie S., 6f, Para Vivir, $17K FTK OCT yrl, 10-1

TIZWAY (Tiznow), Spendthrift Farm, $25K, 184/30/3

5-SAR, Msw 5 1/2f, +Tiz Wicked, $40K EAS MAY 2yo, 20-1

TRAPPE SHOT (Tapit), Claiborne Farm, $10K, 182/38/1

2-PID, Msw 6f, +Ogle, $20K OBS MAR 2yo, 15-1

ALLOWANCE RESULTS:

7th-DEL, $36,375, 7-27, (NW2L), 3yo/up, 1m 70yT, 1:41.18, fm.

MOSS CODE (g, 4, Congrats--Fun Project, by Housebuster)

Lifetime Record: 13-2-3-2, $115,147. O-Irvin S. Naylor; B-Jeff &

John Kerber (KY); T-Niall Saville. *$45,000 Ylg '13 KEEJAN;

$190,000 2yo '14 KEEAPR. **1/2 to Fun Logic (Miesque=s Son),

SW, $371,012; Freesgood (Free House), MSW & GSP, $313,449;

Youarefun (You and I), MSP, $184,250.

8th-IND, $36,000, (S), (NW1X)/Opt. Clm ($16,000), 7-27,

3yo/up, 1 1/16mT, 1:42.98, fm.

MYSTIC TIGER (g, 3, Silver Mountain--Merom, by Hold That

Tiger) Lifetime Record: 4-2-0-0, $44,160. O-Dana Myers &

Tiffany Jackson; B-Dana P Myers (IN); T-Stephen D. Dunn. 

4th-PID, $28,120, 7-26, (NW2L), 3/up, 5 1/2f (AWT), 1:04.04, ft.

BLACK TAVISH (g, 3, Giant=s Causeway--Kentucky Whisper, by

Southern Halo) Lifetime Record: 8-2-2-0, $52,784. O-Souped Up

Stables; B-Sierra Farm (KY); T-Jimmy Corrigan. *$165,000 RNA

Ylg '14 KEESEP. **1/2 to Love to Tell (Stage Colony), SW & GSP,

$310,204; Volcat (After Market), GSW, $204,950; Special Skills

(Bernstein), GSP, $220,619.
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5th-PID, $27,920, 7-26, (NW2L), 3yo/up, f/m, 5 1/2f (AWT),

1:05.05, ft.

SURFINA (f, 4, Noonmark--Structured, by West by West)

Lifetime Record: 15-2-2-2, $42,005. O-Wayne W. Rice; B-Sequel

Thoroughbreds, LLC & Hidden Lake Farm, LLC (NY); T-Wayne W.

Rice. *$6,000 2yo '14 OBSOPN; $4,000 3yo '15 OBSWIN. 

2nd-PID, $27,720, (S), 7-27, (NW1X), 3yo/up, f/m, 6f (AWT),

1:12.44, ft.

SPRAWLING (m, 6, Cat Thief--Sweetheart Sami, by Broad

Brush) Lifetime Record: 30-10-7-1, $162,609. O-Louis J. Ulman;

B-Michael W. Jester (PA); T-Dale Capuano. *Full to Grasshoppin,

MSP, $248,980.

7th-PID, $27,300, (S), 7-27, (NW1X), 3/up, 6f (AWT), 1:10.71, ft.

IT'S ALL REALITY (g, 5, Proper Texan--Future in Silk, by Future

Storm) Lifetime Record: 13-2-5-3, $80,295. O/B/T-M Sharp (PA). 

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

+Ninety Nine Proof, c, 2, Idiot Proof--Seattle Avenue, by

   Capsized. DMR, 7-27, (S), (C), 5 1/2f, 1:04.23. B-Judi

   Garfi-Partridge & Serenity Oak Farms, LLC (CA). *$7,500 Ylg '15

   BARJAN. 

Everlasting Fite, f, 3, Don't Get Mad--Everlastingly (SP,

   $173,257), by Fistfite. FMT, 7-27, (S), 4f, :48.20. B-Clark O

   Brewster (OK). *$6,000 Ylg '14 OKCYRL. 

Fantastic Party, f, 3, Firejack--Fantastic Flatter, by Flatter. ALB,

   7-27, (S), 6f, 1:11.07. B-Donnell Echols (NM). *Full to Miss E

   Bar, SW, $121,280.

Million Dollar Day, f, 3, Five Star Day--Fairyland Lustre, by Sligo

   Bay (Ire). EVD, 7-27, (S), 6 1/2f, 1:18.45. B-Columbine Stable,

   LLC (LA). 

First Reward, g, 3, Flower Alley--In a Haze, by Smoke Glacken.

   PEN, 7-27, (S), 1mT, 1:36.65. B-London Thoroughbred Services,

   Ltd. (PA). *$55,000 Ylg '14 FTKOCT. 

Iron Victory, f, 3, Greeley's Conquest--Cowgirl Wisdom, by J P

   Hamer. IND, 7-27, (S), 1m 70y, 1:43.88. B-Lake Shore Farm LLC

   (IN). *$1,000 Ylg '14 KEESEP. 

Fear That, g, 3, Ice Box--Fear This, by Ghostzapper. SAR, 7-27,

   (S), (C), 6 1/2f, 1:17.45. B-Christopher Shelli (NY). *$230,000

   Ylg '14 SARAUG; $395,000 RNA 2yo '15 FTFMAR. 

Threeskills, g, 3, Not For Love--J B of the Sea, by Scarlet Ibis. FL,

   7-27, 6f, 1:12.39. B-Windylea Farm (NY). *$24,000 Wlg '13

   FTNMIX; $24,000 Ylg '14 EASSEP. 

Last Class to Go, g, 3, Strut the Stage--Go First Class, by Easy

   Goer. WO, 7-27, (S), 1 1/4mT, 2:05.66. B-Sam-Son Farm (ON).

   *1/2 to Silver Ticket (Silver Deputy), MGSW, $504,967.

                                                               

EQB yearling auction purchase • www.EQB.com
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IN TDN AMERICA TODAY
EXAGGERATOR BOUND FOR HASKELL
   GI Preakness S. hero Exaggerator (Curlin) will start next in the July

31 GI Betfair.com Haskell Invitational S. at Monmouth Park against

familiar adversary and GI Kentucky Derby winner Nyquist (Uncle

Mo). Click or tap here to go straight to TDN America.

THE GURKHA TAKES
SUSSEX THRILLER

   In an ongoing saga of the summer, The Gurkha (Ire) (Galileo

{Ire}) was in front of Galileo Gold (GB) (Paco Boy {Ire}) this time

on Goodwood=s Downs after a thrilling tussle for the G1 Qatar

Sussex S., which also involved another 3-year-old in Ribchester

(Ire) (Iffraaj {GB}). Second to the G1 2000 Guineas winner in

Royal Ascot=s G1 St James=s Palace S. June 14 before filling that

same position in the G1 Eclipse S. at Sandown July 2, The Gurkha

was the subject of significant heavy support into 11-8

favouritism and tanked along in the hands of Ryan Moore

stalking the front-running 9-4 second-favourite Galileo Gold.

Needing a gap to get off the rail inside the final quarter-mile, he

found it approaching the furlong pole and wore down his

arch-rival with 100 yards left as Ribchester closed in out wide. At

the line, the very tough G1 Poule d=Essai des Poulains hero had a

neck to spare over Galileo Gold, with the G3 Jersey S. winner

Ribchester a short head away in third. 

   AHe=s a very good colt and he showed that at Deauville, but

things haven=t been right for him since and that was a good race

with good horses in it,@ his jockey said. AHe deserved that. I was

always very happy, as he travels so well and I knew when the

horse folded an inch in front he=d be able to make room. He has

so much pace, he can go wherever you want him to and when

you need him to.@ 

Cont. p2

MOODY NAMED ROSEMONT RACING
MANAGER
   Former champion Australian trainer Peter Moody, who closed
his Caulfield-based stable in March when handed a six-month
suspension after a horse under his care tested positive for
cobalt, has been named racing manager for Anthony Mithen=s
Rosemont Stud, according to Racing.com. Moody will begin the
role in September when his suspension ends.
   "We discussed [his cobalt suspension], and he's entitled to
start the role whenever he likes," Mithen told Racing.com's
Racing Ahead. AHe just can't train. But we felt we'd err on the
side of caution. His suspension runs out in September, so we
thought [we'd start then].@ 
   We're not in it to be controversial,@ Mithen added. AIt's about
getting a bloke who is an asset to this industry, and whether or
not there's a blemish against his name, that's most certainly in
the past and Pete has made that emphatic to give up training
altogether." Cont. in Worldwide News p13

The Gurkha bests Galileo Gold in a battle of the Guineas

winners in the Sussex | Racing Post

http://www.tattersalls.com/
http://www.jamesharronbloodstock.com.au/
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Sussex S. Report Cont. from p1

Wednesday, Goodwood, Britain

QATAR SUSSEX S.-G1, ,1,000,000, GOO, 7-27, 3yo/up, 8fT,

1:37.35, g/f.

1--THE GURKHA (IRE), 126, c, 3, by Galileo (Ire)

1st Dam: Chintz (Ire) (GSW-Ire, $149,166), 

by Danehill Dancer (Ire)

2nd Dam: Gold Dodger, by Slew o= Gold

3rd Dam: Brooklyn=s Dance (Fr), by Shirley Heights (GB)

   O-Derrick Smith, Susan Magnier & Michael Tabor; B-Chintz

   Syndicate (IRE); T-Aidan O=Brien; J-Ryan Moore. ,560,200.

   Lifetime Record: G1SW-Fr, 6-3-2-1, $1,372,915. *Full to Queen

   Nefertiti (Ire), GSP-Ire. Werk Nick Rating: A+++. *Triple Plus*.

   Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--Galileo Gold (GB), 126, c, 3, Paco Boy (Ire)--Galicuix (GB), by

   Galileo (Ire). (7,500gns RNA Wlg >13 TATFOA; i33,000 Ylg >14

   TISEP). O-Al Shaqab Racing; B-Brian O=Rourke (GB); T-Hugo

   Palmer. ,213,300.

3--Ribchester (Ire), 126, c, 3, Iffraaj (GB)--Mujarah (Ire), by

   Marju (Ire). (i78,000 Wlg >13 GOFNOV; i105,000 Ylg >14

   GOFORB). O-Godolphin; B-A Thompson & M O=Brien (IRE);

   T-Richard Fahey. ,106,800.

Margins: NK, HD, 3. Odds: 1.35, 2.25, 8.00.

Also Ran: Toormore (Ire), Gabrial (Ire), Lightning Spear (GB), So

Beloved (GB), Awtaad (Ire), Kodi Bear (Ire), Richard Pankhurst

(GB). Click for the Racing Post result. Video, sponsored by

Fasig-Tipton.

   At the start of this season, Air Force Blue (War Front) was

understandably all the rage at Ballydoyle, with The Gurkha one

of the promising few yet to see the track, who could be filed

under the Await-and-see@ category. Yet all the information the

boss at Rosegreen had suggested he was made of the correct

stuff, and after a comfortable intro when third on testing ground

over this trip at Leopardstown Apr. 6, he was able to make a

sizeable jump when scoring by nine lengths on the same horrible

surface in a Navan maiden 11 days later. Rising to prominence

fast when issuing out the same treatment to some classy colts in

the May 15 Poule d=Essai des Poulains staged on Deauville=s

straight course, he had too much ground to make up on Galileo

Gold in the St James=s Palace, where it now appears the rain-

softened ground played against him. Instead of waiting for this

race and coming here

fresh, Aidan O=Brien read

the signals at home and

duly sent him to Sandown

for the G1 Coral-Eclipse S.,

where again the rain came

and he was ultimately

unable to see off

Godolphin=s Hawkbill

(Kitten=s Joy) in that

legendary 10-furlong

prize.

   What also happened at Sandown was that The Gurkha met

interference on the home turn, which impacted on his

momentum and set him back, so it was in Ryan Moore=s mind to

gain a prominent pitch this time and shield him behind the one

rival guaranteed to take him as far as he needed in Galileo Gold.

Awtaad (Ire) (Cape Cross {Ire}) was placed on his outer to keep

him in and with Frankie Dettori looking so comfortable on the

Guineas hero up ahead it had the feel of another hard-luck story

halfway up the straight. Moore sensed that Awtaad had already

given best as the furlong pole approached and, with the natural

confidence of a brilliant jockey at the top of his game, he edged

his mount off the fence and only went for the whip when The

Gurkha had Galileo Gold in competitive close range. Responding

gamely to gain enough rope as James Doyle brought a real tune

out of Ribchester to his left, the line came in time for him to add

his name to a relentless succession of Ballydoyle Group 1

winners. Cont. p3

      Qatar Sussex S.

The Gurkha & Ryan Moore | Racing Post

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Galileo%20(Ire)#tot
https://secure4.werkhorse.com/enicks/displayTDN.asp?the_gurkha
Http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/members/progenypps/pps_report.cfm?sire_name=iffraajgb
http://www.racingpost.com/horses/result_home.sd?race_id=650634&r_date=2016-07-27&popup=yes
http://www.tdn.premiumtv.co.uk/streaming/watch/RacingUKFlashVOD/partnerId_166/videoFileId_15614678/clipId_2617003/index.html
http://www.tdn.premiumtv.co.uk/streaming/watch/RacingUKFlashVOD/partnerId_166/videoFileId_15614678/clipId_2617003/index.html
http://www.amlinplus.com/
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G1 Sussex S. Report Cont.

   Aidan O=Brien was keen to stress The Gurkha=s inherent pace

afterwards, with the winner lacking the proven 2-year-old

profiles of his previous four winners. AHe is very fast and all

speed--Sandown just dragged him a bit,@ he explained. ARyan

gave him a masterful ride and waited and waited--he knew

exactly where he was at. We always thought he was one of

those very quick Galileos, but we took a chance on Sandown=s

stiff mile and a quarter on soft ground and I was worried it had

taken it out of him. From day one, he was a very strong traveler

and he handles fast ground very well. He=s very courageous,

which is why he ran the race he did when we took him out of his

comfort zone at Sandown. I do think he=ll get a mile and a

quarter if it=s on quick ground on a fairly level track, but a mile is

best. He=s had such a big career crammed into a short time and

it has been tough on him, but the lads were happy with him at

home and said he was thriving. There are the mile races in

France and the [G1] Champion S. [at Ascot Oct. 15], so he has a

lot of options.@

   Hugo Palmer reflected on another defeat for Galileo Gold, who

had also gone under in the G1  Irish 2000 Guineas, but took

heart from the close finish. AI think there=s nothing between

them,@ he said. AIt shows that this generation is considerably

ahead of the generation before them and I dare say there are

more matches to savour. It=s hard when you sit in front like that

for so long, but no one else wanted to go on and in the long run

it might have caught us out. Ryan slipstreamed us all way and

Frankie said when he put his head in front it was too hard to get

back. I actually thought The Gurkha was going to win better than

he did, so it=s a real tribute to the guts and talent of my horse

that he stayed in there and finished as good a second as he did.@

   Palmer was non-committal about his charge=s next stop. AWe

never shy away from a fight, but where that will be I don=t

know,@ he said. AThere are four obvious races, the [G1 Prix]

Jacques le Marois [at Deauville Aug. 14], which is quite soon, the

[G1 Prix du] Moulin [at Chantilly Sept. 11], the [G1] Queen

Elizabeth II [S. at Ascot Oct. 15] and the [GI] Breeders= Cup Mile

[at Santa Anita in November]. The great thing is that he has run

up to his mark on much the fastest ground he=s ever run on, so

he=s ticked that box as well and nothing holds any fears for us

now. It will be nice not to have to do the donkey work for

everyone else next time.@

   Ribchester=s trainer Richard Fahey said, AI was delighted with

him. He=s a horse with loads of pace and I just wish they=d gone

a touch quicker on the day, but he=s run a blinder. He=s still a big

baby in his mind and he=s still learning. James [Doyle] had to

switch his legs coming down the straight and in another four

strides he would have won. At least he=s progressing the right

way and we feel he=s improved a lot. Things are going to get

better and better for him.@

Pedigree Notes...
   The Gurkha=s dam was not short on speed herself, winning the

G3 CL Weld Park S. as a 2-year-old, and she passed that pace on

to another product of Galileo in the >TDN Rising Star= Queen

Nefertiti (Ire), who was third in last year=s G3 Brownstown S.

They descend from the outstanding producer Brooklyn=s Dance,

responsible for the shock G1 Prix de l=Arc de Triomphe heroine

Solemia (Ire) (Poliglote {GB}) and the G1 Prix du Jockey Club

runner-up Prospect Park (GB) (Sadler=s Wells), among others.

Also featuring in this Wertheimer-influenced family is the 2012

G1 Prix Marcel Boussac and 2013 G1 Prix Saint-Alary winner

Silasol (Ire) (Monsun {Ger}) and the G1 Epsom Derby and 

G1 Juddmonte International hero and subsequent sire

Authorized (Ire), who sits under the fourth dam Vallee Dansante

(Lyphard). She is a half to the leading sire Green Dancer and

fellow sire Val Danseur, as well as Soviet Lad and Sir Raleigh. The

Gurkha has a yearling full-sister to come. Click for the free

Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

Wednesday, Goodwood, Britain

BERINGICE GORDON S.-G3, ,100,000, GOO, 7-27, 3yo, 12fT,

2:38.37, g/f.

1--#@ULYSSES (IRE), 127, c, 3, by Galileo (Ire)

1st Dam: Light Shift (G1SW-Eng & G1SP-Ire, $691,954),

by Kingmambo

2nd Dam: Lingerie (GB), by Shirley Heights (GB)

3rd Dam: Northern Trick, by Northern Dancer

   O/B-Flaxman Stables Ireland Ltd (IRE); T-Sir Michael Stoute;

   J-Andrea Atzeni. ,56,710. Lifetime Record: 5-2-1-0, $85,061.

   Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Werk Nick

   Rating: A.

2--The Major General (Ire), 127, c, 3, Galileo (Ire)--Scribonia

   (Ire), by Danehill. (i1,500,000 Ylg >14 GOFORB). O-Susan

   Magnier, Michael Tabor, Derrick Smith, Markus Jooste &

   Bernard Kantor; B-Jim Bolger (IRE); T-Aidan O=Brien. ,21,500.

3--Shogun (Ire), 127, c, 3, Fastnet Rock (Aus)--Perihelion (Ire), by

   Galileo (Ire). (i400,000 Ylg >14 GOFORB).

   O-Derrick Smith, Susan Magnier, Michael Tabor & Mrs A M

   O=Brien; B-Whisperview Trading Ltd (IRE); T-Aidan O=Brien.

   ,10,760.

                                                               

   The Gurkha’s connections earn:
   Automatic berth into the GI Breeders’ Cup Mile

    & $60,000 in Pre-Entry & Entry Fees

    $10,000 or $40,000 travel award for ALL BCWC starters

    (based outside CA)

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/0727thegurkha.pdf
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/0727thegurkha.pdf
http://thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Galileo%20(Ire)#tot
https://secure4.werkhorse.com/enicks/displayTDN.asp?ulysses
http://thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Galileo%20(Ire)#tot
http://thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Fastnet%20Rock%20(Aus)#tot
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/galileos-the-gurkha-gets-his-revenge-in-the-sussex/
http://www.irt.com/
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Margins: HF, 1HF, HD. Odds: 4.50, 11.00, 6.50.

Also Ran: Qatari Hunter (Ire), Prize Money (GB), Steel of Madrid

(Ire), Goldmember (GB), Platitude (GB), Harrison (GB). Click for

the Racing Post result. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

   Disappointing when only 12th in the June 4 G1 Epsom Derby,

Ulysses bounced back to where connections have long hoped he

would be on this quicker surface to provide trainer Sir Michael

Stoute with a ninth renewal. Second to the smart subsequent

London Gold Cup winner Imperial Aviator (GB) (Paco Boy {Ire})

over 10 furlongs at Leicester on his 3-year-old bow Apr. 23, the

son of the 2007 Epsom Oaks heroine Light Shift was 4-11 when

breaking his maiden by eight lengths over that trip at Newbury

May 13, and earned a tilt at the blue riband as a result. Never

entirely happy in that Classic, the homebred was allowed to

coast home when his chance had disappeared and became the

latest in a line of performers to emerge from a below-par effort

at Epsom and show their true wares here.

   Keen early with Andrea Atzeni dropping anchor with one

behind, the chestnut was coaxed into play down the outer as

they straightened for home. Seizing the lead with 1 1/2 furlongs

remaining, he was quickly in command and then appeared to

idle and allow the positively-ridden The Major General a second

chance. Kept up to his work under vigorous hand riding, Ulysses

maintained his dominion with the runner-up=s stablemate

Shogun perhaps providing the most significant Leger prep in

third. 

   AHe traveled

good into the

race and is

probably still

learning,@ Atzeni

commented. AHe

obviously has a

lot of ability and

was entitled to

idle in front, as he

was there a long way out. He=s a good-moving horse and that=s

maybe why he ran like he did at Epsom, as he didn=t enjoy the

soft ground. They have always thought a lot of him and he has

such a high cruising speed and loves nice ground, and he

appreciated that today. Before the Derby, he felt like a very

balanced horse and I don=t think it was the track that beat him

that day. He gets a mile and a half well, but I don=t think he will

get any further. If anything he might come back in trip.@

   Sir Michael Stoute, who has won this race with the likes of

Conduit (Ire) (Dalakhani {Ire}) and Harbinger (GB) (Dansili {GB}),

went on to capture the Leger with the former but sees Ulysses

as more of a runner in the mould of the latter, and ruled out a

tilt at the Sept. 10 Doncaster Classic. 

   AHe got badly knocked around at Epsom, which didn=t do him a

lot of good so we just backed off him and brought him along

smoothly for this one,@ the trainer of 72 Glorious Goodwood

winners explained. AHe was badly interfered with twice at

Epsom, so it turned into a non-event really. I=m very pleased, as

we thought this horse had a lot of potential and he=s beginning

to show it now. I think he=d have learnt a lot today, as I said to

Andrea to bring him with a smooth run on the outer. He was

having a look around, so he has a bit to learn still but he has

good potential. With that action and acceleration, you don=t

want bad ground for him--I like him on a surface like this. He=s

either a 10- or 12-furlong horse, so he won=t be going to the

Leger. He=s in the [G2] Great Voltigeur [S. at York Aug. 17] and

the [G2] Prix Guillaume d=Ornano [at Deauville Aug. 15], so we=ll

take our time.@

   Aidan O=Brien said of the second and third, AThey both ran well

and finished off their races well. They would like the quicker

ground--it was too soft for Shogun in the Derby. They could be

[Leger horses], but whether they would stay that far I don=t

know. They seem very happy over a mile and a half.@

Pedigree Notes...
   Light Shift, who provided such an emotional moment for all

concerned at Epsom, is yet another star to emerge from this

Niarchos dynasty, being a half-sister to the multiple highweight

Shiva (Jpn) (Hector Protector), who beat Daylami (Ire) in the

1999 G1 Tattersalls Gold Cup and was also runner-up in that

year=s G1 Champion S. and third in the 2000 G1 Eclipse S. She is

also a half to the MGSW sire Limnos (Jpn) (Hector Protector) and

the 2010 GI Charles Whittingham Memorial H. runner-up

Hyades (Aldebaran). Another half-sibling is Burning Sunset (GB)

(Caerleon), dam of the G2 Prix d=Harcourt winner and 

G1 Singapore Airlines International Cup runner-up Smoking Sun

(Smart Strike) and also Ikat (Ire) (Pivotal {GB}), the group-placed

dam of the GI Breeders= Cup Turf, GI Joe Hirsch Turf Classic S., 

GI United Nations S. and GI Sword Dancer Invitational-winning

champion Main Sequence (Aldebaran). Another member of her

immediate family is this year=s G2 Prix Greffulhe winner Cloth of

Stars (Ire) (Sea the Stars {Ire}), who was also second in the 

G1 Criterium de Saint-Cloud and third in the G1 Grand Prix de

Paris. Click for the free Equineline.com catalogue-style

pedigree.

Ulysses | Racing Post

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.racingpost.com/horses/result_home.sd?race_id=654937&r_date=2016-07-27&popup=yes
http://www.tdn.premiumtv.co.uk/streaming/watch/RacingUKFlashVOD/partnerId_166/videoFileId_15613864/clipId_2616994/index.html
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/0727ulysses.pdf
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/0727ulysses.pdf
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/galileos-ulysses-wins-the-gordon/
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Yalta | Racing Post

Wednesday, Goodwood, Britain

VICTORIA RACING CLUB MOLECOMB S.-G3, ,75,000, GOO,

7-27, 2yo, 5fT, :57.14 (NCR), g/f.

1--#@YALTA (IRE), 127, c, 2, by Exceed and Excel (Aus)

1st Dam: Lacily (SP-Eng), by Elusive Quality

2nd Dam: Lailani (GB), by Unfuwain

3rd Dam: Lailati, by Mr. Prospector

   O-Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed Al Maktoum; B-Darley

   (IRE); T-Mark Johnston; J-James Doyle. ,42,532. Lifetime

   Record: 5-3-0-0, $81,668. Werk Nick Rating: A+++ *Triple

   Plus*. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--The Last Lion (Ire), 127, c, 2, Choisir (Aus)--Mala Mala (Ire), by

   Brief Truce. (i82,000 Ylg >15 GOFORB). O-John Brown &

   Megan Dennis; B-Barronstown Stud & Mrs T Stack (IRE);

   T-Mark Johnston. ,16,125.

3--Global Applause (GB), 127, c, 2, Mayson (GB)--Crown (Ire), by

   Royal Applause (GB). (60,000gns Wlg >14 TATFOA; 78,000gns

   Ylg >15 TATOCT). O-Dr Johnny Hon; B-R F & S D Knipe (GB);

   T-Ed Dunlop. ,8,070.

Margins: 3, 3/4, HF. Odds: 8.00, 3.00, 2.00.

Also Ran: Sportsmanship, Big Time Baby (Ire), Kyllang Rock (Ire),

Just An Idea (Ire), Nayyar (GB), Rapacity Alexander (Ire).

Scratched: Rainbow Mist (Ire), Springbourne (GB), Shamsaya

(Ire). Click for the Racing Post result. Video, sponsored by

Fasig-Tipton.

   Yalta registered impressive scores going six panels here May

19 and at Pontefract eight days later before running eighth in

the June 14 G2 Coventry S. at Royal Ascot and again in the July 7

G2 July S. at Newmarket last time. Swiftly into stride to dictate

his own tempo from the outset of this first stab at five furlongs,

he was shaken up when threatened approaching the final eighth

and powered further clear under urging in the closing stages to

celebrate a career high with a new track record. 

   AI was a bit devastated when he got beaten the last couple of

times as we thought so much of him,@ admitted trainer Mark

Johnston. AAt the beginning of the year, we thought that The

Last Lion, Souter County and this one were our three best

2-year-olds, but, for one reason or another, it hasn=t quite gone

right with him on his last two runs. [Jockey] James McDonald

told me to bring him back to five furlongs after his last run, but I

couldn=t really believe him as he=s got so much size and scope

and doesn=t look like a sprinter. I couldn=t believe my eyes when

he was leading them a merry dance at halfway and I knew he=d

come home strongly. Although I=ve had it in my mind that he is a

six-furlong horse, it=s clear that he=s good over this trip.@

   Turning to the runner-up, Johnston continued, AIt=s obviously a

bit disappointing for the owners of The Last Lion as we didn=t

expect that performance from Yalta. We thought The Last Lion

was the out-and-out five-furlong horse, but he=s been put in his

place there. What has emerged this season is that he might be

better with some cut in the ground. We=re now finding out that

a bit of cut certainly doesn=t inconvenience him, but sometimes

hinders the others so we might have to look for a bit of ease in

the ground in France or in the autumn here.@

Pedigree Notes...
   Yalta is the first foal out Lacily (Elusive Quality), a stakes-placed

daughter of G1 Irish

Oaks, GI Flower Bowl

Invitational and 

G1 Nassau S.-winning

highweight Lailani

(GB) (Unfuwain),

who also produced

GSW G1 Prix du

Cadran third Ley

Hunter (Kingmambo)

and MGSP GII

Brooklyn H. runner-up Gabriel=s Hill (A.P. Indy). Kin to a yearling

colt by Invincible Spirit (Ire), the homebred bay hails from the

family of MG1SP G2 Prince of Wales=s S. victor Faithful Son

(Zilzal). Click for the free Equineline.com catalogue-style

pedigree.

Wednesday, Vichy, France

GRAND PRIX DE VICHY-G3, i80,000, VHY, 7-27, 3yo/up, 10fT,

2:05.17, gd.

1--@NIGHT WISH (GER), 128, m, 6, by Sholokhov (Ire)

1st Dam: Night Woman (Ger) (SP-Ger), by Monsun (Ger)

2nd Dam: Noveka (Ger), by Kalaglow (Ire)

3rd Dam: Novelle (Ger), by Northfields

   (i200,000 Ylg >11 BBAGS). O-Stall Salzburg; B-Gestut Etzean

   (GER); T-Sarah Steinberg; J-Tony Piccone. i40,000. Lifetime

   Record: SW & MG1SP-Ger, GSP-Fr & Ity, 23 starts, 5 wins, 

   8 places, i176,833. *Full to Night Magic (Ger), 2x Hwt. Older

   Mare-Ger at 11-14f, MG1SW-Ger, G1SP-Ity, i1,073,939. Werk

   Nick Rating: A++. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--Black Sea (Fr), 118, c, 3, Dubai Destination--Goleta (Ire), by

   Royal Applause (GB). (i90,000 Ylg >14 ARAUG). O-Peter

   Baumgartner; B-C Humphris (FR); T-Alain de Royer-Dupre.

   i16,000.

3--Prestige Vendome (Fr), 128, g, 5, Orpen--Place Vendome (Fr),

   by Dr Fong. O-Comte A de Ganay & C-B Baillet & G Pariente; 

   B-Guy Pariente (FR); T-Nicolas Clement. i12,000.

Margins: 3/4, HF, HF. Odds: 11.20, 3.80, 2.00.

Also Ran: Garlingari (Fr), Thank You Bye Bye (Fr), Royal Dolois

(Fr), Landym (Fr), Lili Moon (Ger). Scratched: Artificier. Click for

the Racing Post result. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Exceed%20and%20Excel%20(Aus)#tot
https://secure4.werkhorse.com/enicks/displayTDN.asp?yalta
http://thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Choisir%20(Aus)#tot
http://www.racingpost.com/horses/result_home.sd?race_id=654755&r_date=2016-07-27&popup=yes
http://www.tdn.premiumtv.co.uk/streaming/watch/RacingUKFlashVOD/partnerId_166/videoFileId_15614711/clipId_2617025/index.html
http://www.tdn.premiumtv.co.uk/streaming/watch/RacingUKFlashVOD/partnerId_166/videoFileId_15614711/clipId_2617025/index.html
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/0727yalta.pdf
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/0727yalta.pdf
http://thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Galileo%20(Ire)#tot
https://secure4.werkhorse.com/enicks/displayTDN.asp?night_wish
http://www.racingpost.com/horses/result_home.sd?race_id=656285&r_date=2016-07-27&popup=yes#results_top_tabs=re_&results_bottom_tabs=ANALYSIS
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/race-replays/2/2230/
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The aptly named Night Wish found the evening

conditions to her liking and landed her first group

tally for her happy connections

Scoop Dyga

G3 Grand Prix de Vichy Report Cont.

   Night Wish, who is a full-sister to the G1 Preis der Diana and

G1 Grosser Preis von Baden heroine Night Magic, had proven a

smart performer in her own right so far, with her sole black-type

win in the 2014 Listed Grand Prix-Aufgalopp followed by a series

of group placings. Second in that year=s G2 Gerling-Preis and

third in both the

G1 Grosser Preis

von Baden and

G1 Preis von

Europa, she had

struggled last

term but turned

things around

again with a win

on her first start

for the Sarah

Steinberg yard in

a 9 1/2-furlong

conditions event

on Chantilly=s

Polytrack Mar. 17. Subsequently second in the G3 Premio

Ambrosiano over this trip at the San Siro Apr. 17 before finishing

seventh in the latest edition of the G2 Gerling-Preis over a mile

and a half at Cologne May 8, she was third attempting to make

all in the G3 La Coupe on turf back at Chantilly last time June 22.

Kept wide initially before crossing over to race in second, the

bay show sported cheekpieces was committed on the front end

with a quarter mile remaining and despite the flurry of

challenges from in behind gamely held her own to register a

career-best success.

Pedigree Notes...
   Alongside Night Magic, Night Wish is also a half to Night of

Dubai (Ire) (Lord of England {Ger}), who was third in the G2

Diana-Trial. She traces to the G1 Preis der Diana-winning

champion Novelle, who is a half-sister to another champion in

Night Music (Ger) (Priamos {Ger}). Click for the free

Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

>BIG= IS BACK
   Twelve months ago, Big Orange (GB) (Duke of Marmalade

{Ire}) entered the G2 Qatar Goodwood Cup on a high, having

won the G2 Princess of Wales=s S. and duly landed the

prestigious staying prize. After an even more impressive success

in that Newmarket contest than he managed last year, Bill

Gredley=s 5-year-old is in a strong position to complete the

double-double on Thursday. 

   Inflicting a heavy defeat on the classy The Grey Gatsby (Ire)

(Mastercraftsman {Ire}) and Exosphere (GB) (Beat Hollow {GB})

when making all over 12 furlongs there July 7, he appears the

chief protagonist among the older horses and trainer Michael

Bell is in bullish mood.

   AVisually it was a career-best at Newmarket last time and the

handicapper agrees--he=s on a career-high mark now of 117,@ he

said. AYou could argue he should be a little bit higher on some

form lines. It was a good effort and he certainly does not look to

have gone backwards. He didn=t lose much weight and obviously

there was no traveling involved. It makes it much easier when

you are playing at home.@ 

   Bell continued, AWe are the highest-rated in the race and he

deserves to be favourite provided the rain stays away. He=s very

effective on fast ground. The bigger the horse, the longer they

take to fill their frame, just like a human. He will probably be at

his optimum physically as a 6- or 7-year-old, but then it=s a

question of whether the engine is as good. He=s probably 10

kilos heavier than when winning the race last year, so he is a

slightly bigger, stronger-framed horse.@

   What makes life difficult for the older brigade in these ACup@

races, particularly at this time of year, is the weight-for-age

terms that they are forced to race under. Based on the old

premise that the longer the distance, the weaker the chances of

the 3-year-olds, Big Orange and co. have to give an astonishing

17 pounds to Sword Fighter (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}). As his

stablemate Order of St George (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) proved when

storming to an emphatic G1 Irish St Leger success in September,

it is impossible for the 4-year-olds and up to give away that

much weight to such

a strong younger

rival. Like him, Sword

Fighter has won the

Curragh Cup--now a

Group 2--over a mile

and three quarters at

The Curragh June 26

and he had already

demonstrated his

ability over this trip

when taking Royal Ascot=s Listed Queen=s Vase nine days

previously. With a few St Leger candidates in his stable, Aidan

O=Brien has opted to divert Sword Fighter here to capitalise on

the weight concession. 

   Kevin Buckley, UK representative for Coolmore, said, AHe has

come out of the race at The Curragh very well. If the ground is

good, or good-to-firm, Colm [O=Donoghue] seems confident that

he will handle it.@

Cont. p7

Big Orange | Racing Post

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Night-Wish.pdf
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/Night-Wish.pdf
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>Big= is Back Cont.

   Successful in the G2 Doncaster Cup over two-miles-two in

September and in the G3 Henry II S. over slightly further than

this at Sandown May 26, the enigmatic Pallasator (GB)

(Motivator {GB}) is another who has to enter equations. Only

12th in the G1 Gold Cup at Royal Ascot June 16, Qatar Racing=s

7-year-old was an unlucky fourth in the Listed Esher S. back over

the Henry II course and distance last time July 2 and the latter

outing proves that he needs things to fall right. Mohammed

Jaber=s Sheikhzayedroad (GB) (Dubawi {Ire}) outran his 40-1

odds when third in the Gold Cup and that was his first try over

an extreme trip. The 2014 GI Northern Dancer Turf S. hero, who

also captured the G3 Nad Al Sheba Trophy over 14 furlongs at

Meydan Mar. 3, has a class edge over several of his opponents

and seems to be in a better place than when sixth in this in 2015.

Thursday, Goodwood, Britain, post time: 3.10 p.m.

QATAR GOODWOOD CUP-G2, ,300,000, 4yo/up, 16fT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 6 Astronereus (Ire) Sea the Stars (Ire) Dobbs Perrett
2 9 Big Orange (GB) Duke of Mrmlade (Ire) Spencer Bell
3 5 Commissioned (Ire) Authorized (Ire) Kirby Elliott
4 3 Curbyourenthusiasm (Ire) Mastercraftsman (Ire) Sweeney Simcock
5 8 Glaring (GB) Champs Elysees (GB) Crowley Perrett
6 11 Kinema (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Kingscote Beckett
7 4 Oriental Fox (Ger) Lomitas (GB) Fanning Johnston
8 15 Pallasator (GB) Motivator (GB) Murphy Prescott
9 2 Quest for More (Ire) Teofilo (Ire) Baker Charlton
10 13 Sandro Botticelli (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Dettori J Ryan
11 14 Sheikhzayedroad (GB) Dubawi (Ire) Harley Simcock
12 10 Suegioo (Fr) Manduro (Ger) Doyle Fahey
13 7 The Twisler (GB) Motivator (Ire) Dwyer J Ch-Hyam
14 12 Wicklow Brave (GB) Beat Hollow (GB) Atzeni Mullins
15 1 Sword Fighter (Ire) Galileo (Ire) O'Donoghue A O'Brien
All carry 134 pounds bar Sword Fighter, 117.

>POINT= TO PROVE
   After gaining >TDN Rising Star= status with an emphatic success

at Doncaster, Godolphin=s Blue Point (Ire) (Shamardal) faces the

turning point as many have done before as he heads to post for

Thursday=s G2 Qatar Richmond S. at Goodwood. Successful by

11 lengths in that six-furlong contest July 14, having scored with

less panache on debut at Nottingham June 9, the Charlie

Appleby trainee now has to face an entirely different class of

rival. 

   AHe was very impressive visually last time, but he is now

stepping into the big league,@ his trainer said. AI am very pleased

with the horse and he has come out of his last race well and he

showed that he deserved a crack at this level. He is a different

type of horse to Boynton. This horse shows a lot of natural pace,

that=s what we=ve seen so far at home and on the racetrack.

Boynton is a big, scopey horse, but I would like to think Blue

Point would hopefully see seven out towards the end of the

season. We will see how he goes before thinking of stepping him

up in trip.@

   Bidding to confirm the form of the G2 July S. is Al Shaqab

Racing=s admirable Mehmas (Ire) (Acclamation {GB}), but he has

a three-pound penalty as he renews rivalry with Ballydoyle=s

Intelligence Cross (War Front), who was just a half-length

behind in second in that July 7 six-furlong test. Previously

second in the G2 Coventry S. at Royal Ascot June 14, the Richard

Hannon trainee may be up against it here, but his experience of

battle will stand him in good stead. 

   AHe is in very good form. He is a very tough horse and he

seems to take his racing very well,@ the owners=s racing manager

Harry Herbert commented. AIt was a really good performance in

the July S. and his performance in the Coventry S. was rock-

solid. Although it is only a small field, it looks a pretty decent

one. The horse of

Godolphin=s [Blue Point] is

well fancied, I=ve heard,

and he was impressive last

time. It will be tough with

a penalty, but he is a

handy horse that likes to

race. Everything from

what we=ve heard from

Richard Hannon in how he

has come out of the race

and how he is at home on the gallops is positive. We are looking

forward to seeing him out again.@

   It is interesting that John Gosden goes again with the June 14

Listed Windsor Castle S. winner Ardad (Ire) (Kodiac {GB}) despite

his last-of-nine flop when far too free in the July, but Sheikh

Hamdan bin Rashid Al Maktoum=s Waqaas (GB) (Showcasing

{GB}) looks to have it to do despite the likeable way he broke his

maiden over this trip at Doncaster last time July 7. 

   AHe is a progressive horse and has always shown a good level

of ability,@ Shadwell=s racing manager Angus Gold said. AWe

could have gone for a novice race with him, but we decided on

having at look at this instead with him.@

Thursday, Goodwood, Britain, post time: 2.35 p.m.

QATAR RICHMOND S.-G2, ,200,000, 2yo, c/g, 6fT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 3 Mehmas (Ire) Acclamation (GB) Dettori Hannon
2 1 Ardad (Ire) Kodiac (GB) Havlin Gosden
3 2 Blue Point (Ire) Shamardal Doyle Appleby
4 4 Intelligence Cross War Front Moore A O'Brien
5 5 Waqaas (GB) Showcasing (GB) O'Neill C Hills
All carry 126 pounds bar Mehmas, 129.

                                                               

>TDN Rising Star= Blue Point | Racing

Post

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/big-is-back/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/point-to-prove/
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Dartmouth | Racing Post

Thursday, Goodwood, Britain, post time: 3.45 p.m.

MARKEL INSURANCE FILLIES' S. (LILLIE LANGTRY S.)-G3, ,100,000,

3yo/up, f/m, 14fT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 2 California (Ire) Azamour (Ire) Havlin Gosden
2 7 Elysian Fields (Gr) Champs Elysees (GB) Dobbs Perrett
3 1 Mill Springs (GB) Shirocco (Ger) Dettori Gosden
4 3 Pamona (Ire) Duke of Marmalade (Ire) Crowley Beckett
5 6 Tioga Pass (GB) High Chaparral (Ire) Harley Cole
6 5 Twitch (Ire) Azamour (Ire) McDonald Palmer
7 4 Yarrow (Ire) Sea the Stars (Ire) Moore Stoute
All carry 132 pounds.

Friday, Goodwood, Britain, post time: 3.45 p.m.

QATAR KING GEORGE S.-G2, ,300,000, 3yo/up, 5fT

SC PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 9 Cotai Glory (GB) Exceed and Excel (Aus) Baker C Hills 128
2 14 Finsbury Square (Ire) Siyouni (Fr) Peslier Chappet 128
3 12 Goken (Fr) Kendargent (Fr) Spencer K Ryan 128
4 13 Goldream (GB) Oasis Dream (GB) Harley Cowell 128
5 16 Jungle Cat (Ire) Iffraaj (GB) Doyle Appleby 128
6 5 Line of Reason (Ire) Kheleyf Lane Midgley 128
7 7 Move In Time (GB) Monsieur Bond (Ire) Tudhope O'Meara 128
8 10 Muthmir (Ire) Invincible Spirit (Ire) Hanagan Haggas 128
9 1 Pearl Secret (GB) Compton Place (GB) Murphy Barron 128
10 2 Spirit Quartz (Ire) Invincible Spirit (Ire) Kirby Cowell 128
11 11 Take Cover (GB) Singspiel (Ire) Allan Griffiths 128
12 15 Divine (Ire) Dark Angel (Ire) de Sousa Channon 125
13 17 Ajaya (GB) Invincible Spirit (Ire) Atzeni Haggas 124
14 3 Kachy (GB) Kyllachy (GB) Kingscote Dascombe 124
15 6 Washington DC (Ire) Zoffany (Ire) Moore A O'Brien 124
16 4 Easton Angel (Ire) Dark Angel (Ire) Mulrennan Dods 121
17 8 Marsha (Ire) Acclamation (GB) Morris Prescott 121

DARTMOUTH EYES INTERNATIONAL TARGETS
   The GI Canadian International at Woodbine Oct. 16 is a

potential next port of call for

Dartmouth (GB) (Dubawi

{Ire}) following his creditable

effort in defeat in the G1 King

George VI and Queen

Elizabeth S. at Ascot. The Sir

Michael Stoute-trained

4-year-old provided the

Queen with a Royal Ascot

winner in the year of her 90th

birthday when landing last month's G2 Hardwicke S., but had to

make do with minor honours on his return to the Berkshire

circuit as Hardwicke runner-up Highland Reel (Ire) (Galileo {Ire})

dominated from the front. Stoute was pleased with the

performance of his charge and it seems likely the Royal silks will

be seen on foreign soil at least once before the end of the

campaign.

   "I think he ran very creditably, he just didn't get going in time,"

said the Newmarket handler. "We know what he is-- he's solid--

and he could have a good autumn. There are lots of options. The

Canadian International would be favoured and then there's

Hong Kong, Australia and Santa Anita [Breeders' Cup Nov. 4-5].

Let's determine the next step, which may well be Canada."

KAVANAGH RE-APPOINTED TO HRI
   Brian Kavanagh has been re-appointed by the board as chief

executive of Horse Racing Ireland for a period of five years from

September 2016. Kavanagh will continue to serve as vice

chairman of the International Federation of Horseracing

Authorities and chairman of the European Mediterranean

Horseracing Federation. He will also continue to chair the

European Pattern Race

Committee.

   HRI Chairman Joe

Keeling, said, AI am

delighted that we have

secured Brian=s services as

CEO of Horse Racing

Ireland for a further five

years. Brian is one of the

leading racing

administrators in the world as we see from his leadership role in

so many international racing bodies. Brian=s wide-ranging

knowledge and contacts in the racing and breeding industries, as

well as his skills and experience, will be indispensable in dealing

with the various challenges and great opportunities which we

face in the coming years. Racing and breeding can deliver a

significant additional return to the Irish economy and Brian=s

expertise will play a central role in this.@

                                                               

Brian Kavanagh | HRI Photo

                                                               

Follow the TDN staff on Twitter
Thoroughbred Daily News

@garykingTDN @kelseynrileyTDN @collingsberry

@DaithiHarvey @EquinealTDN @HLAndersonTDN
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GOFFS UK PREMIER CATALOGUE ONLINE
   The catalogue for Goffs UK=s Premier Yearling Sale is now

online, and will see 487 yearlings offered for sale at Doncaster

Aug. 23 and 24. The sale that has produced recent stars like

Group 1-winning sprinters Limato (Ire) (Tagula {Ire}) and

Peniaphobia (Ire) (Dandy Man {Ire}) and G1 Investec Oaks-

placed Architecture (Ire) (Zoffany {Ire}), will this year offer

relations to numerous stakes winners including lot 66, an

Invincible Spirit (Ire) colt out of a half-sister to champion 2-year-

old filly Hooray (GB) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}); lot 121, a Dark Angel

(Ire) half-sister to Group 3 winner Shermeen (Ire) (Desert Style

{Ire}), the dam of Group 1-winning 2-year-old Sudirman

(Henrythenavigator); lot 186, a Zoffany (Ire) colt from the family

of Oasis Dream (GB) and Kingman (GB) who was a i120,000

Goffs November foal

purchase; lot 284, a Helmet

(Aus) half-sister to Group 3-winning

and Group 1-placed juvenile

Kachy (GB) (Kyllachy {GB});

lot 429, a Sea The Stars (Ire)

colt out of a half-sister to

stakes winner Army Of

Angels (Ire) (King=s Best);

and lot 460, a Shamardal

colt out of a half-sister to Group 3 winner African Skies (GB)

(Johannesburg).

   AThis year=s catalogue is without question one of the strongest

this sale has ever offered,@ said Goffs Group Chief Executive

Henry Beeby. AFollowing the huge success of last year=s sale,

where records were smashed and buyers came from around the

world, we really appealed to our vendors to send us their best

and many have delivered.@

   AThe demand for places in the catalogue was unprecedented

but we were tighter on our selection policy this year meaning

we have a small reduction in numbers, but that has given us a

sizeable increase in the number of yearlings in our Silver Sale,

which is held the following day, and an exceptional catalogue of

horses for the Premier Sale,@ Beeby added.

ARABIAN WORLD SERIES A GROWING FORCE
By Emma Berry

   As a Thoroughbred breeding enthusiast, arriving for a day=s

Arab racing at Newbury can be a little disconcerting. The

racecourse is familiar, as are some of the jockeys and trainers,

not to mention the indefatigable raceday presenter Derek

Thompson, but the horses present a completely new challenge of

unfamiliar bloodlines.

   Arab racing may still be regarded as a poor relation to

Thoroughbred racing in European countries, but several major

owner-breeders are intent on ensuring its profile is raised

outside the Gulf states. Last

year came the announcement

of the Qatar-backed Arabian

Triple Crown, starting at

Goodwood, which over the

last two years has received

significant sponsorship from

Qatar for its >Glorious=

meeting.

   This Saturday sees the

second running of the

,400,000 G1 Qatar International S. for Arabs on the same day as

the G1 Qatar Nassau S. and Stewards= Cup. This high-profile

contest forms the first leg of the Triple Crown, with the second

stage being held at no less a prestigious meeting, on G1 Qatar

Prix de l=Arc de Triomphe day. An enticing bonus of $1-million is

up for grabs for any horse who manages to complete the

challenge in the G1 HH The Emir=s Sword at Al Rayyan in Doha

the following February. 

   The >Qatar= sponsorship of and participation in major

Thoroughbred contests in Europe effectively represents the

Emir, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, and his brother Sheikh

Joaan of Al Shaqab Racing. While various members of the Al

Thani family have played an increasingly important role in

European and, to a certain extent, world racing in recent years,

the family which has been a dominant force now for decades is

Dubai=s ruling Al Maktoum dynasty.

   Sheikh Hamdan Al Maktoum of the powerful yet relatively

discreet Shadwell operation has been fully committed to the

cause of owning and breeding top-class racehorses and his

interest doesn=t end with Thoroughbreds. While his Arab

breeding operation is conducted at a more modest level--with

around 23 broodmares and four stallions in England and France-

-his passion for this branch of the sport is evident in his support

of the Dubai International Arabian Races (DIAR) series, both as

the major sponsor and as an owner-breeder. Over the last 25

years, the sheikh has been named leading owner 14 times and

he is also patron of the British-based Arabian Racing

Organisation, which has its headquarters at Newbury where the

DIAR holds its most important meeting of the year with three

Group 1 contests on the card.

   ASheikh Hamdan is very passionate about Arab racing,@ says

Shadwell Stud Director Richard Lancaster. AIn fairness, it=s not on

a par with Thoroughbred racing but it is very important to him

as it=s part of his people=s culture and he sees how the Arabian

horse was the forebear of the Thoroughbred.@ Cont. p10

Limato | Racing Post

                                                               

Sheikh Hamdan and his Group 1

winner Muraaqib | racingfotos.com
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Arabian World Series a Growing Force Cont.

   The scope of the DIAR series is impressive. Throughout 2016

so far, races have been held at Chelmsford, Newbury and

Chepstow in the UK, Toulouse and La Teste in France, as well as

in Italy, Holland, Sweden and Australia. Furthermore, Lone Star

Park in Texas has been named as the host of four Arab races to

be run on Nov. 4.

   AArab breeding in Britain has fallen in numbers, and

south-west France is really the area where most of the top

horses in Europe are bred,@ explains Lancaster.

   Shadwell=s two top

Arabian stallions, Madjani

and No Risk Al Maury, are

both at Haras de Saint Faust

in France, while Al Jakbar is

at Beech House Stud in

Newmarket. The operation

extends to a further two

stallions at Mandolynn Hill

Farm in Texas.

   Notable differences to

Thoroughbred racing

beyond the bloodlines are

found in the fact that there is no 2-year-old racing programme

and that it is common for horses to race until the ages of eight

or nine, while on the stud side artificial insemination--such a

thorny topic among Thoroughbred breeders--is permitted.

   The global breadth of the DIAR programme is reflected in the

runners who have descended on Newbury for its flagship day. A

record number of 26 international horses, hailing from Holland,

Italy, Belgium, France, Qatar and Sweden, are competing in the

eight races, which also feature Abu Dhabi- and Saudi

Arabian-owned runners.

   Sheikh Hamdan himself provides 18 of the runners on the

card, including last year=s champion 3-year-old, the homebred

Muraaqib, who duly becomes one of his owner=s four winners of

the day when notching his third Group 1 victory in the Shadwell

International S. The colt--a grandson of Sheikh Hamdan=s first

Arabian champion racehorse Bengali d=Albret--also provides

trainer Francois Rohaut with a double at the meeting.

   One of two French trainers for Sheikh Hamdan along with

Damien de Watrigant, Rohaut is better known as a handler of

Thoroughbreds but has 25 Arabs in training at his Pau base. 

   He said, AI=ve been training Arabs for 20 years now--it=s a great

pleasure to have them and I=ve learnt a lot from them. We

always love to come to Newbury, it=s a target every year with

Sheikh Hamdan=s horses and we=re always very happy to win

one of the big races. Muraaqib is a character but he=s such a

good horse, a champion.@

   Another familiar name from the world of Thoroughbreds is

Endo Botti, whose father Giuseppe has been reigning champion

trainer in Italy for decades in partnership with his brother

Alduino, whose sons Marco and Stefano also train, in England

and Italy, respectively.

   Based in Pisa, Endo Botti

has just four Arab horses

in training alongside his

Thoroughbred string of 70

and he has brought two of

them to race at Newbury

for the first time. His trip

is not wasted, as his

hitherto unbeaten

3-year-old Urge Di Gallura

makes his experience tell to keep his immaculate record intact

when winning the G2 Emirates Equestrian Federation

International S., while fellow Italian-bred Lares De Pine runs on

strongly to finish third to Muraaqib in the day=s most prestigious

race.

   AArab racing is still in its infancy in Italy but we sponsor at

Capannelle and a race was upgraded to listed status there last

year,@ says Richard Lancaster.

   The award for the greatest breakthrough success on the day

must go to Phil Collington, who, in his first season with a

trainer=s licence, sent out two winners on the sport=s biggest

day, including his first Group 1 winner, Sheikh Hamdan=s

Radames, who

struck in the Jebel

Ali Racecourse

Za=abeel

International S.

under Dane O=Neill.

   AI=ve ridden him

to victory but to

win my first Group

1 as a trainer with a

horse like him is

very special,@ says

Collington, who,

along with fellow

Newmarket-based trainer James Owen, took over the

preparation of Sheikh Hamdan=s horses on the retirement in

2015 of Gill Duffield, for whom he rode successfully as an

amateur for many years. AI started with six horses in October

last year and now have 21. I miss the riding a bit but it=s as big a

buzz doing this, though it=s a little bit more nerve-wracking,@ he

adds. ATo have one winner today would have been enough but

to have two is amazing.@ Cont. p11

Francois Rohaut with Shadwell=s

Richard Lancaster & James O=Donnell

Emma Berry

Urge di Gallura | racingfotos.com

Young racegoers enjoy the attractions at

Newbury | Emma Berry

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Arabian World Series a Growing Force Cont.

   Now in its 33rd year, Newbury=s all-Arabian card certainly

proved a hit with racegoers, who arrived in droves and occupied

the lawn in front of the stand with picnic rugs and deck chairs.

Admittedly, free entry to the racecourse would have been a

major draw for the many families in attendance but the various

sideshows alongside the racing--including a parade of the

Queen=s two Arabian stallions, a falconry display and pony rides

along with competitions to win a car and a holiday to Dubai--

ensured entertainment for a range of ages and interests.

   In an age in which racing of all varieties is vying for the public

vote over an increasingly competitive number of sports and

leisure pursuits, encouraging people to racecourses in the first

place is of major importance. In this regard, the DIAR flagship

day at Newbury certainly proved to be a winner.

Wednesday=s Results:

5th-GOO, ,20,000, Mdn, 7-27, 2yo, f, 6fT, 1:11.40, g/f.

PERFECT ANGEL (IRE) (f, 2, Dark Angel {Ire}--The Hermitage

{Ire} {SP-Eng}, by Kheleyf), a debut second going six furlongs at

Newbury in her only prior start June 23, raced in a prominent

third through the early fractions of this one. Making ominous

headway from halfway to challenge inside the two pole, the 8-1

chance was ridden out to withstand the final-eighth threat of

Promising (Ire) (Invincible Spirit {Ire}) by a neck, with the pair 

3 1/2 lengths clear of the remainder. AShe=s been working well

and we always planned to come here because Dennis Caslon,

who owns half of

her, is a massive

Goodwood fan,@

explained trainer

Andrew Balding.

ASadly his wife Sally is

not very well so he=s

missed it as he has to

go back to America,

but that is the reason

we came here. We

could have found easier races and faster ground was a bit of a

question mark, but she coped with it well. All of her work in the

spring and summer had been on softer ground, but after she

worked well on good ground last week I was fairly hopeful. I

don=t know where we=ll go next, but the [Sept. 1 G3] Dick Poole

[Fillies= S.] at Salisbury is a possibility. She has certainly earned a

step up in class and I think that could be the right sort of race for

her.@ The 17,000gns TAOCT yearling is the second winner out of

The Hermitage (Ire) (Kheleyf), a stakes-placed half to G1 Epsom

Oaks and G1 Yorkshire Oaks placegetter Crown of Light (GB)

(Mtoto {GB}), and G1 Grand Criterium third Alboostan (GB)

(Sabrehill). The winner is a full-sister to a yearling filly and a filly

foal. Lifetime Record: 2-1-1-0, $18,715. Video, sponsored by

Fasig-Tipton.

O-Mildmay Racing & Dennis Caslon; B-Yeomanstown Stud & Doc

Bloodstock (IRE); T-Andrew Balding.

4th-LEI, ,7,000, Mdn, 7-27, 2yo, 6fT, 1:13.92, g/f.

+SENATOR (GB) (c, 2, Frankel {GB}--Red Bloom {GB}

{G1SW-Eng, MGSW & MG1SP-Ire, GSP-Fr, $762,557}, by

Selkirk) broke well and tracked the leaders in a handy fourth

from flagfall in this first go. Shaken up to close approaching the

final quarter mile, the 13-8 favourite=s inexperience was evident

and his response not immediate, but he found his feet and ran

on strongly under whipless cajoling in the closing stages to

prevail by a snug half-length from Father McKenzie (GB) (Sixties

Icon {GB}). AHe jumped good and traveled well through the race,

but he got a bit lost when they quickened after halfway,@

explained rider Tony Hamilton. AHe=s a big, raw horse and picked

up well when I asked him to. He was strong at the line and he=d

get seven furlongs.@ Cheveley Park Stud=s Chris Richardson

added, AHe=s a very flashy Frankel and was certainly professional

today. I was concerned he might find it all a bit much, but he

handled it well and was very promising. We=ll go home and see

how he is before making any plans.@ Senator, half to a yearling

colt by Intello (Ger), is the third winner out of G1 Fillies= Mile

victress Red Bloom (GB) (Selkirk) and he becomes the eighth

individual winner for his freshman sire (by Galileo {Ire}). His

granddam is G1 Poule d=Essai des Pouliches third and MGSW

highweight Red Camellia (GB) (Polar Falcon), from the family of

top-level winners Ibn Bey (GB) (Mill Reef), Roseate Tern (GB)

(Blakeney {GB}) and Teleprompter (GB) (Welsh Pageant {Fr}).

Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $5,946. Video, sponsored by Fasig-

Tipton.

O/B-Cheveley Park Stud Ltd (GB); T-Richard Fahey.

3rd-SAN, ,6,000, Mdn, 7-27, 2yo, 7f 16yT, 1:34.94, g/f.

+GEMINA (IRE) (f, 2, Holy Roman Emperor {Ire}--Gravitation

{GB} {GSW-Eng, $126,343}, by Galileo {Ire}) bounded straight

into an immediate lead after an alert getaway in this unveiling.

Holding sway throughout, the 2-1 favourite was nudged along

passing the quarter-mile marker and kept on powerfully under

whipless coaxing in the closing stages to score by an impressive

2 1/4 lengths from Max Zorin (Ire) (Cape Cross {Ire}). Cont. p12

                                                               

Perfect Angel | Racing Post
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OBSERVATIONS
on the European racing scene

3rd-SAN Cont.

   Juddmonte=s homebred Monarchs Glen (GB) (Frankel {GB}),

who is out of a half to G1 Prix de Diane and G1 Prix du Moulin de

Longchamp heroine Nebraska Tornado (Storm Cat), was

scratched. Gemina is a half to Listed August S. third Gibeon (Ire)

(Cape Cross {Ire}) out of G3 Lillie Langtry S. winner Gravitation

(GB) (Galileo {Ire}), herself out of a half-sister to MG1SW G1

Irish Derby hero Fame and Glory (GB) (Montjeu {Ire}).

Gravitation, who shares her granddam with MG1SW G1 1000

Guineas victress Legatissimo (Ire) (Danehill Dancer {Ire}), has

also produced the yearling colt Gendarme (Ire) (Lawman {Fr})

and a filly foal by Cape Cross (Ire). Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0,

$5,096. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O/B-Gillian, Lady Howard de Walden (IRE); T-Ralph Beckett.

HANDICAP RESULT:

1st-GOO, ,50,000, 7-27, 3yo/up, 21fT, 4:32.87, g/f.

STAR RIDER (GB) (f, 4, Cape Cross {Ire}--Starfala {GB} {MGSP-

Eng, $109,335}, by Galileo {Ire}) Lifetime Record: 12-3-0-5,

$68,941. O-Ben & Sir Martyn Arbib; B-Arbib Bloodstock

Partnership (GB); T-Hughie Morrison.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

Bobby Vee (GB), f, 2, Camacho (GB)--Miss Lesley (GB), by

   Needwood Blade (GB). LEI, 7-27, 6fT, 1:14.15. B-Richard Kent

   (GB). *i1,800 RNA Ylg >15 GOFFEB; ,10,000 Ylg >15 DONNOV.

Lanjano (GB), c, 2, Foxwedge (Aus)--Hot Property, by Thunder

   Gulch. RED, 7-27, 6fT, 1:12.20. B-J A & Mrs Duffy (GB).

   *14,000gns Wlg >14 TATFOA; ,32,000 Ylg >15 DNPRM;

   17,000gns Ylg >15 TATYEA. ***8th Northern Hemisphere

   winner for freshman sire (by Fastnet Rock {Aus}).

Wrapped (GB), f, 3, Iffraaj (GB)--Muffled, by Mizaaya (GB). RED,

   7-27, 7fT, 1:24.23. B-Whatton Manor Stud (GB). *110,000gns

   Ylg >14 TAOCT. **Full to Rafeej (GB), SW-UAE, $144,816.

2.55 Nottingham, Mdn, ,5,000, 2yo, 6f 15yT

VAULTED (GB) (Kyllachy {GB}) represents the Cheveley Park

Stud-Richard Fahey axis successful with fellow homebred firster

Senator (GB) (Frankel {GB}) at Leicester Wednesday evening.

She is kin to G2 Windsor Forest S. victress Spacious (GB) (Nayef),

who placed in five Group 1 events, and Dimension (GB)

(Medicean {GB}), who has registered a trio of Grade II wins at

Woodbine over the past two seasons. Her six rivals include

Derrick Smith colourbearer Eaton Square (GB) (Invincible Spirit

{Ire}), who is out of Listed Hilary Needler Trophy winner Loch

Jipp (Belong To Me), from the John Gosden stable.

4.20 Goodwood, Mdn, ,25,000, 2yo, f, 7fT

RHODODENDRON (IRE) (Galileo {Ire}), a daughter of MG1SW

Halfway To Heaven (GB) (Pivotal {GB}), gets a second bite at the

cherry after posting a runner-up finish at The Curragh on debut

last month. Ballydoyle=s representative faces one dozen rivals,

including Godolphin=s Manama (Ire) (Cape Cross {Ire}), who is

out of a half-sister to 2009 GI Flower Bowl Invitational runner-up

Criticism (GB) (Machiavellian), bidding to improve on a debut

second at Newmarket for the Charlie Appleby yard earlier this

month.

Tuesday Night=s Result:

5th-GAL, i120,000, Hcp, 7-26, 3yo/up, 8f 123yT, 1:48.86, gd.

CREGGS PIPES (IRE) (f, 4, Rip Van Winkle {Ire}--Sophie Germain

{Ire}, by Indian Ridge {Ire}) Lifetime Record: SW-Ire, 16-6-1-2,

$185,836. O-Delphi Six Syndicate; B-John Hayes (IRE); T-Andrew

Slattery. *i14,800 RNA Wlg >12 GOFNOV; i15,000 RNA 2yo >14

GBMBR.

Wednesday=s Result:

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNER:

Katiymann (Ire), g, 4, Shamardal--Katiyra (Ire) (GSW-Ire, 

   G1SP-Eng & Fr, $351,150), by Peintre Celebre. GAL, 7-27, 8f

   123yT, 1:51.11. B-His Highness the Aga Khan Studs S.C. (IRE).

   *i16,000 HRA >15 GOYHIT.

                                                               

                                                           

 

DID YOU KNOW?
Radio Silence (War Front)
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CAREER-ENDING INSURANCE FOR JOCKEYS
   Members of the Irish Jockeys Association will receive career-
ending insurance from Stobarts in a 3-year deal unveiled
Wednesday. The deal, which involves jockeys wearing the
Stobarts logo on their breeches, will ensure that jockeys will be
fully insured if they suffer a career-ending injury. 
   Andrew Tinkler, Stobart Group chief executive officer and
racehorse owner, said, AWe are delighted with the opportunity
to support the members of the Irish Jockeys Association and
very much look forward to working together for the welfare of
jockeys over the coming years. Stobart has obviously been a
keen supporter of riders in the UK for a number of years and
when the opportunity arose to assist the Irish Jockeys
Association in providing career-ending cover, we were only too
happy to oblige. We are very happy to contribute to a scheme
that gives some additional protection to these riders and their
families in times of difficulty.@
   Andrew Coonan, Irish Jockeys Association Secretary, said, AThis
is a ground-breaking scheme for our members. To date, there
have been very limited funds available for jockeys when they get
injured and we have essentially been reliant on various
benevolent schemes. This is a hugely positive partnership
providing essential cover for jockeys and their families in the
unfortunate event that their careers are cut short.@

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:
Not Only Florina (Ire), f, 3, Makfi (GB)--Nightdance Sun (Ger), by
   Monsun (Ger). VHY, 7-27, 8fT, 1:39.46. B-Ecurie des Monceaux
   (FR). *i12,000 Ylg >14 ARQOCT.
Shabbab (Fr), g, 3, Siyouni (Fr)--Floride (Ire), by Sadler=s Wells.
   VHY, 7-27, 8fT, 1:40.49. B-Aleyrion Bloodstock Ltd (FR).
   *i45,000 Ylg >14 ARQOCT.

Moody Named Rosemont Racing Manager Cont. from p1

   Rosemont Stud, based in Geelong in Victoria, has bred the likes
of Starspangledbanner (Aus) (Choisir {Aus}), Pear Tart (Aus)
(Dehere) and Arapaho Miss (Aus) (Danehill Dancer {Ire}). It=s
current stable star is last year=s G1 Victoria Derby winner Tarzino
(NZ) (Tavistock {NZ}). 

PURSE BOOSTS FOR HIGHWAY RACES
   Prize money for New South Wales Highway races will increase

to A$60,000 per race from A$40,000 beginning Aug. 6. Highway

races are restricted to Class 2 or 3 country-trained horses and

take place at Sydney=s Saturday metropolitan meetings outside

the peak carnival season.

   AThe Highway races have performed strongly since they

commenced in October last year and warrant this further

investment,@ said Racing NSW Chief Executive Peter V=landys.

AThe Highway races will now deliver A$2.5 million in prize

money annually.@

   AThe most satisfying element of the Highway races to me is

seeing the thrill and excitement among owners that have

runners in these races,@ V=landys added. AThe frequency and

positioning of Highway races gives punters a feel for these

horses and their form. I=m also delighted that in the past month,

three Highway race winners have progressed to win Saturday

benchmark races. This must give country trainers a shot of

confidence that they can be competitive in races when they

come to Sydney.@ 
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